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Abstract
We analyse type IIA Calabi-Yau orientifolds with background fluxes and D6-branes.
The presence of D6-brane deformation moduli redefines the 4d dilaton and complex
structure fields and complicates the analysis of such vacua in terms of the effective
Ka¨hler potential and superpotential. One may however formulate the F-term scalar
potential as a bilinear form on the flux-axion polynomials ρA invariant under the
discrete shift symmetries of the 4d effective theory. We express the conditions for
Minkoswki and AdS flux vacua in terms of such polynomials, which allow to extend
the analysis to include vacua with mobile D6-branes. We find a new, more general
class of N = 0 Minkowski vacua, which nevertheless present a fairly simple structure
of (contravariant) F-terms. We compute the soft-term spectrum for chiral models
of intersecting D6-branes in such vacua, finding a quite universal pattern.
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1
1 Introduction
In the last two decades, models of particle physics and cosmology have thrived in the
literature of string compactifications [1, 2]. Two key ingredients that allowed to build
this abundance of phenomenologically interesting models are background fluxes and D-
branes [3–6]. On the one hand, fluxes allow to build more general compactifications with
fewer and fewer moduli, in which supersymmetry can be spontaneously broken. On the
other hand, D-branes allow to construct realistic chiral gauge sectors, and to localise their
degrees of freedom in a particular region of the compactification.
Needless to say, when combining both ingredients in a single compactification one must
do it consistently. In first instance this gives rise to constraints of topological nature, like
avoiding Freed-Witten anomalies [7, 8]. At a finer level of detail, one must ensure to
capture the dynamical effects that branes and fluxes exert on each other, as well as on
the rest of the compactification. In general, D-branes are known to create potentials for
certain closed string moduli, and to contribute to the 4d light degrees of freedom with
moduli of their own. Fluxes are known to be sourced by branes, and to create potentials
for closed and open string moduli alike. Clearly, in order to properly describe the low
energy effective dynamics all of these effects must be taken into account on equal footing.
The same observations apply when searching for 4d type II orientifold flux vacua.
Indeed, in the presence of D-brane moduli these must be considered simultaneously with
the closed string moduli when minimising the potential, as opposed to adding them at a
later stage of the analysis. This is manifest when using the standard N = 1 recipe for
computing the F-term scalar potential in terms of a Ka¨hler potential and superpotential.
For instance, in the case of Calabi-Yau compactifications the presence of open string
moduli redefines the 4d fields that appear in the Ka¨hler potential, modifying the Ka¨hler
metrics non-trivially [9–12]. In particular, the factorised metric structure between Ka¨hler
and complex structure moduli, inherited from the unorientifolded N = 2 parent theory,
is lost whenever open string moduli are considered [12]. This in turn implies that the no-
scale properties of closed-string moduli potentials, a key ingredient to find certain classes
of flux vacua [13], may be modified or even lost when open string moduli are present.
In this work we analyse the properties of flux vacua in the presence of D-brane moduli.
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In particular we focus our attention on type IIA Calabi-Yau orientifolds with fluxes and
D6-branes hosting open string moduli, dubbed mobile D6-branes in the following. For this
class of compactifications it has recently been shown that the classical flux potential can
be expressed in an alternative form to the standard Cremmer et al. F-term potential [14].
In short, one can show that the scalar potential generated by fluxes and D6-branes takes
the form V = ZABρAρB, with the index A running over the fluxes of the compactification.
Here ρA are polynomials of the closed and open string axions of the 4d effective theory,
and ZAB is an (inverse) metric that only depends on their saxionic partners. The polyno-
mial coefficients in the different ρA are topological quantities of the compactification, like
triple intersection numbers or flux quanta, and such that the ρA are invariant under the
discrete shift symmetries of the 4d effective theory. As we show, one can easily rewrite the
conditions for Minkowski and AdS vacua from the closed-string type IIA flux potential in
this language, obtaining algebraic equations on the ρA that reproduce known results in
the literature [15–17]. In this context, a particularly interesting set of solutions are the
N = 0 Minkowski vacua analysed in [17], mirror dual to those in [13].1 In terms of the
bilinear form of the potential, the assumptions taken to construct these vacua imply that
V takes a bilinear semi-definite positive form, i.e. a sum of squares. When each of these
squares vanishes, one recovers the algebraic conditions of the ρA that correspond to such
Minkowski vacua.
One advantage of rewriting the potential as a bilinear is that one can easily incorporate
the presence of D6-brane moduli. Indeed, in terms of the expression V = ZABρAρB this
only means that A runs over more fluxes and that Z and the ρ’s depend on more fields, but
the structure of the potential remains the same. In this way, one may easily add mobile
D6-branes to, e.g., the class of flux compactifications analysed in [17]. Remarkably, for
this case we find that the potential can still be written as a sum of squares, which allows
us to find new and more general classes of non-supersymmetric Minkowski vacua, now
with the open string moduli stabilised at non-trivial vevs.
1In order to correctly establish the duality, one needs to include α’-corrections into the analysis of the type
IIA Ka¨hler potential [17]. For simplicity, in this paper we ignore such corrections, since they complicate
the discussion and do not affect our main results. We relegate the computations that take them into
account to [18].
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While more intricate, flux vacua with mobile D6-branes share a lot of properties similar
to their pure-closed-string counterparts. In particular, N = 1 AdS vacua and N = 0
Minkowski vacua have the same value for the 4d gravitino mass as in the absence of
mobile D6-branes. In the case of N = 0 Minkowski vacua one can analyse the structure
of their F-terms, which can be easily rewritten in terms of the ρA. Surprisingly, one
finds that for these vacua there is only one kind of non-vanishing contravariant F-term,
namely those corresponding to the complex structure moduli of the compactification.
We therefore dub these N = 0 vacua as complex structure dominated, or CSD vacua
for short. This F-term structure simplifies considerably the computation of soft terms
developed at gauge sectors of the compactification, like 4d chiral fields localised at D6-
brane intersections. In particular we find that to leading order soft terms depend on the
gravitino mass and on the complex structure modular weight of the corresponding chiral
field, in agreement via mirror symmetry with results in the type IIB literature [19–24].
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we review the moduli space and effective
theory of type IIA Calabi-Yau orientifolds with mobile D6-branes. In section 3 we add
background fluxes and consider the case without D6-brane moduli. We rewrite the flux
potential as a bilinear of axion polynomials and use it to analyse how moduli are stabilised
at N = 0 Minkowski and N = 1 AdS vacua. In section 4 we consider compactifications
with both fluxes and mobile D6-branes simultaneously, analyse their potential in bilinear
form and use it to find a more general class of N = 0 Minkowski vacua, dubbed CSD
vacua. We then turn to analyse the effective gravitino mass and the structure of soft
terms on intersecting brane models for such vacua in section 5. We discuss the validity of
our approach in section 6, and finally draw our conclusions in section 7.
Several technical details have been relegated to the appendices. In appendix A we
compute properties and relations for the Ka¨hler metrics of type IIA Calabi-Yau compact-
ifications with mobile D6-branes. Appendix B discusses the type IIA superpotential in the
presence of mobile D6-branes, and how this allows to deduce the redefinition of complex
structure moduli by open string moduli. Appendix C describes the Ka¨hler metrics for
open string fields at D6-branes intersections.
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2 Type IIA Moduli Space with D6-branes
Upon compactification of type IIA string theory on Calabi-Yau (CY) orientifold back-
groundsM6, a residualN = 1 supersymmetry survives for the four-dimensional Minkowski
spacetime R1,3. The standard IIA orientifold action Ωp(−)FLR consists of a worldsheet
parity Ωp, a projection operator (−)FL counting the number of spacetime fermions in the
left-moving sector and an internal anti-holomorphic involution R acting on the Ka¨hler
2-form J and the CY 3-form Ω3 as follows:
R(J) = −J, R(Ω3) = Ω3. (2.1)
By evaluating the parity of the RR-forms C1 and C3 and the NS 2-form B2 under the
discrete operations Ωp and (−)FL , one can straightforwardly derive the parity of the
orientifold-invariant states under the involution:2
R(C1) = −C1, R(C3) = C3, R(B2) = −B2. (2.2)
The Kaluza-Klein (KK) zero modes of these massless p-forms recombine with the metric
deformations to form the complex scalar components of N = 1 chiral multiplets. More
explicitly, the B2-axions fit together with the Ka¨hler deformations into h
1,1
− (M6) Ka¨hler
moduli T a defined through
Jc ≡ B + i e
φ
2 J = T aωa, a ∈ {1, . . . , h1,1− }. (2.3)
Here the Ka¨hler 2-form is expressed in the Einstein frame, while φ represents the ten-
dimensional dilaton. The basis 2-forms `−2s ωa correspond to harmonic representatives of
the classes in H2−(M6,Z) and are dimensionless due to the insertion of the string length
`s = 2pi
√
α′. These zero modes parameterise the Ka¨hler moduli space MK of the Calabi-
Yau manifold, which exhibits a Ka¨hler structure with Ka¨hler potential:
KT = − log
(
4
3
∫
M6
e
3φ
2 J ∧ J ∧ J
)
= − log
(
i
6
Kabc(T a − T a)(T b − T b)(T c − T c)
)
.
(2.4)
The triple intersection numbers Kabc = `−6s
∫
M6 ωa ∧ ωb ∧ ωc are moduli-independent
integers, which allow to express the internal volume V = 1
6
`−6s
∫
M6 J ∧ J ∧ J as a cubic
2The RR-forms C1 and C3 are odd under (−)FL , while C3 and B2 are odd under Ωp.
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polynomial in ta = Im (T a). The homogeneity of the function GT = e−KT with degree
three in the geometric Ka¨hler moduli ta is linked to the no-scale condition for the Ka¨hler
potential KT :
(KT )a(KT )
ab(KT )b = 3. (2.5)
The N = 1 supergravity description of type IIA orientifold compactifications with
Ka¨hler potential (2.4) is only reliable for sufficiently large internal volumes. Away from
this limit, the Ka¨hler potential is modified by the so-called α′-corrections. In the regime of
moderately large volumes in which the world-sheet instanton corrections can be neglected,
the most relevant α′-corrections are those that descend from (α′)3R4 curvature corrections
in the ten-dimensional supergravity action. In type IIA compactifications such corrections
can be incorporated by means of a pre-potential on the Ka¨hler moduli space. This results
in a Ka¨hler potential of the form
KT = − log
(
4
3
Kabctatbtc + 2K(3)
)
. (2.6)
The presence of K(3) = − ζ(3)
(2pi)3
χM6 , with χM6 the Euler characteristic of the compactifi-
cation manifold, breaks the no-scale relation (2.5) for generic Calabi-Yau manifolds. As
discussed in [17], these α′-corrections improve the stabilisation of Ka¨hler moduli in the
presence of background fluxes, allowing to fix them at moderately large values. For the
sake of simplicity in this work we will mostly neglect the effect of such α’-corrections,
leaving their detailed analysis for [18], and only comment on how our results are modified
when they are taken into account.
The C3-axions fit together with the complex structure deformations of the CY metric to
form complexified scalars of N = 1 chiral multiplets. The identification of these so-called
complex structure moduli is a bit more involved for type IIA orientifolds [25]. Typically
one first considers the unorientifolded N = 2 parent theory where the holomorphic three-
form can be written as Ω3 = Zκακ −Fκβκ, where (Zκ,Fλ) are the complex periods with
respect to the symplectic basis (ακ, β
λ) ∈ H3(M6,Z). Under the orientifold projection
the basis decomposes in a basis of R-even 3-forms (αK , βΛ) ∈ H3+(M6,Z) and R-odd
3-forms (βK , αΛ) ∈ H3−(M6,Z), in which the orientifold action (2.1) eliminates half of the
degrees of freedom of the original complex periods in Ω3. To preserve the scale-invariance
of the holomorphic three-form Ω3 → e−Re (h)Ω3 in the orientifolded theory, a compensator
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field C ≡ e−φe 12 (Kcs−KT ) is introduced, where Kcs = − log
(
i`−6s
∫
M6 Ω3 ∧ Ω3
)
transforms
as Kcs → Kcs + 2Re (h). The geometric components of the complex structure moduli are
then encoded in the 3-form Re (CΩ3), which is turned into the complexified 3-form Ωc by
adding the RR-form C3:
Ωc ≡ C3 + iRe (CΩ3). (2.7)
The N = 1 complex structure moduli can now be properly defined in terms of the R-odd
3-form basis:
NK? = `
−3
s
∫
M6
Ωc ∧ βK , U?Λ = `−3s
∫
M6
Ωc ∧ αΛ. (2.8)
The complex structure moduli space Mcs for an orientifold compactification maintains a
Ka¨hler structure with Ka¨hler potential given by:
KQ = −2 log
(
1
4
Im (CZΛ)Re (CFΛ)− 1
4
Re (CZK)Im (CFK)
)
= − log(e−4D), (2.9)
where D is the four-dimensional dilaton defined through eD ≡ eφ√V . As is well-known,
the periods FK and FΛ ought to be considered as homogeneous functions of degree one
in the periods ZK and ZΛ, implying that the function GQ = e−KQ/2 is a homogeneous
function of degree two in nK? = Im (N
K
? ) and u?Λ = Im (U?Λ). Consequently, the Ka¨hler
potential KQ for the complex structure moduli satisfies a no-scale condition of the form:
(KQ)κ(KQ)
κλ(KQ)λ = 4, (2.10)
where the indices κ and λ sum over all complex structure moduli NK? and U?Λ.
Mobile D6-branes
Calabi-Yau spaces equipped with an anti-holomorphic involution R come with a set
of special Lagrangian (SLag) three-cycles Π subject to the geometric conditions:
J
∣∣
Π
= 0, Im Ω3
∣∣
Π
= 0. (2.11)
When modding out the anti-holomorphic involution to obtain the Calabi-Yau orientifold,
the fixed loci ΠO6 under the involution R define the locations of O6-planes wrapping one
or more special Lagrangian (SLag) three-cycles. The O6-plane RR-charges have to be
cancelled along the internal directions, which can be achieved by introducing D6-branes
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wrapping SLag three-cycles Πa and filling out the four-dimensional spacetime. In the
absence of background fluxes, the RR tadpole cancellation conditions can be recast into
constraints in homology ∑
α
Nα([Πα] + [RΠα])− 4[ΠO6] = 0, (2.12)
where Na indicates the number of D6-brane in each stack a. Since the 3-form Ω3 is the
natural calibration form for the (SLag) 3-cycles on Calabi-Yau 3-folds, the three-cycle
volume for the supersymmetric D6-branes can be expressed as follows [26] for a chosen
point in the Calabi-Yau moduli space:
CΩ∣∣
Πα
= e−
φ
4 dVol
∣∣
Πα
. (2.13)
Whenever a SLag three-cycle Πα can be continuously deformed along a normal vector
without violating the special Lagrangian condition, a D6-brane wrapped around it can
change its embedding or position along its transverse internal directions. As a result it
has a non-trivial moduli space, parametrised by one or more open string moduli. More
precisely, if we pick a set {Xj} of normal vectors to Πα which preserve the SLag condition,3
McLean’s theorem states that the one-forms ιXiJ
∣∣
Πα
are proportional to harmonic one-
forms in H1(Πa,Z). In this sense, a generic, infinitesimal deformation X = `sXiϕi is
expected to yield b1(Πα) different position moduli ϕ
i. In order to properly define the
chiral superfields for the open string moduli, we introduce instead the basis of harmonic
two-forms `−2s ρ
i ∈ H2(Πα,Z), to which we each assign an open string modulus as follows:
Φiα = −
1
`4s
∫
Πα
(
`2s
pi
A− ιXJc
)
∧ ρi = T b(ηα b)ijϕj − θiα = θˆiα + i φiα. (2.14)
In this expression A represents the D6-brane gauge potential, which reduces along the
internal directions to Wilson line degrees of freedom θiα. By introducing the constant
parameters (ηα b)
i
j,
(ηα b)
i
j =
1
`3s
∫
Πα
ιXjωb ∧ ρi, (2.15)
the implicit dependence of the open string moduli on the Ka¨hler moduli has been extracted
in the right hand side of (2.14). When extending the infinitesimal deformation to a finite
3The preservation of the SLag condition along direction Xi can be expressed through the corresponding
Lie-derivative, i.e. LXiJ
∣∣
Πα
= 0 = LXiΩ3
∣∣
Πα
.
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deformation of the SLag three-cycle, the functional dependence of the open string moduli
on the position moduli ϕi will no longer be linear and higher order powers in the position
moduli have to be computed through a normal coordinate expansion. Roughly speaking,
the term (ηα b)
i
jϕ
j in (2.14) then has to be replaced by a generic function f iα b(ϕ), which
can further depend on the closed string geometric moduli ta, nK and uΛ [12]. The open
string modulus then reads
Φiα = T
af iα a − θiα = θˆiα + i φiα. (2.16)
When introducing mobile D6-branes into the type IIA orientifold compactification,
the full moduli space of the compactification does generically not correspond to a direct
product of the closed string moduli space MK ×Mcs with the open string moduli space.
For small field fluctuations around a chosen point in the moduli space, one can adopt
the approach in which the calibration conditions for SLag three-cycles (2.11) and (2.13)
are evaluated in a particular background with frozen closed string moduli. As such, only
those small deformations of the D6-brane that respect the SLag conditions with respect to
this background have to be considered. Even in this approach, the reduction of the ten-
dimensional theory induces kinetic mixing between open string and bulk moduli, such that
a redefinition of the complex structure moduli is necessary to identify the proper N = 1
chiral superfields. Following the reasoning of appendix B.2, one deduces the following
field redefinition for the complex structure moduli:
NK = NK? +
1
2
∑
α
(gKαiθ
i
α − T aHKαa), UΛ = U?Λ +
1
2
∑
α
(gαΛ iθ
i
α − T aHαΛ a), (2.17)
where the real functions HKαa and H
K
αΛ a are defined through the expressions:
∂φiβ(t
aHKαa) = δαβ g
K
αi, ∂ϕjg
K
αi = `
−3
s
∫
Πα
ιXjβ
K ∧ ζi, (2.18)
and
∂φiβ(t
aHαΛ a) = δαβ gαΛ i, ∂ϕjgαΛ i = `
−3
s
∫
Πα
ιXjαΛ ∧ ζi. (2.19)
with φiα = Im (Φ
i
α). The functions g
K
αi and gαΛ i are chain integrals that allow to write
the two-forms ιXβ
K and ιXαΛ on the three-cycle Πα in terms of the more appropri-
ate basis of quantised harmonic two-forms ρi, related to the quantified one-forms ζi as
9
`−3s
∫
Πα
ζi ∧ ρj = δij. As argued in appendix A of [12], the functions gKαi and gαΛ i are ho-
mogeneous functions of degree zero in the moduli {ta, nK , uΛ, φiα}, which implies that also
the functions HKαa and H
K
αΛ a are homogeneous functions of degree zero in the respective
moduli. The field redefinition also has repercussions for the Ka¨hler potential (2.9) de-
pending on the complex structure moduli. More precisely, the function GQ(nk, uΛ) hidden
in the Ka¨hler potential (2.9), as inherited from the N = 2 Calabi-Yau compactifications,
remains a homogeneous function of degree two in the geometric moduli, but has to be
rewritten in terms of the redefined complex structure moduli and the open string moduli:
KQ = −2 log
[
GQ
(
nK +
1
2
ta
∑
α
HKαa, uΛ +
1
2
ta
∑
α
HαΛ a
)]
. (2.20)
An immediate consequence of the moduli redefinition is the explicit dependence of the
function GQ on all geometric moduli {ta, nK , uΛ, φiα}, such that the moduli space obviously
no longer factorises for type IIA orientifold compactification with D6-branes. Ignoring α′-
corrections for KT , the combined Ka¨hler potentials KT +KQ = − log(GTG2Q) still satisfy
a no-scale condition:
KAK
ABKB = 7, (2.21)
where the indices A and B sum over all closed and open string moduli, in line with the
conventions used in appendix A to express some revelant properties of the full Ka¨hler
potential.
3 The Type IIA Flux Landscape
If type IIA orientifold compactifications ought to provide for vacuum solutions exhibiting
the well-known features of our universe, the various open and closed geometric moduli have
to be stabilised with sufficiently high masses. Fortunately, the richness of background NS-
and RR-fluxes in type IIA offers a controlled, perturbative method to deal with moduli
stabilisation for all closed string moduli [15, 16, 25, 27, 28]. This section is devoted to
rewriting the known flux stabilisation of closed string moduli in a formalism in which the
shift symmetries for the axions are manifest. In this language, also the stabilisation of
open string moduli can be dealt with in a much more elegant way, as we will argue in the
next section.
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3.1 Fluxes, Freed-Witten anomalies and Axion Polynomials
From a ten-dimensional perspective, the democratic formulation of type IIA superstring
theory offers the best starting point to capture the physics of string backgrounds with
fluxes and D-branes. In this description, all RR gauge potentials C2p−1 with p = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
are treated on equal footing and are grouped together in a polyform C = C1 +C3 +C5 +
C7 + C9. Similarly to the NS 2-form B2 they appear in the bosonic part of the type IIA
supergravity action (6.1) through their associated field strengths G = G0 + G2 + G4 +
G6 + G8 + G10 and H3. Apart from their equations of motion, these field strengths also
have to satisfy the Bianchi identities, which in the absence of D-branes or other external
sources read:
d(e−B2 ∧G) = 0, dH3 = 0 (3.1)
On a compact manifold, the Bianchi identities imply that the polyforms e−B2 ∧G and NS
3-form H3 are closed forms, such that these field strengths can be decomposed in terms
of exact and harmonic forms:4
G = eB2 ∧ (dA + G), H3 = dB2 +H3. (3.2)
At the same time, the Bianchi identities written in this form allow to argue for the
quantisation of the associated Page charge [29],
1
`2p−1s
∫
pi2p
dA2p−1 +G2p ∈ Z, 1
`2s
∫
pi3
dB2 +H3 ∈ Z, (3.3)
arising through integration over the non-trivial homological cycles pi2p with p = 1, 2, 3
and pi3. The quantisation argument itself relies on the consistency of the field theory
on a probe (2p − 2)-brane wrapping a (2p − 1) cycle inside one of the non-trivial homo-
logical cycles pi2p or pi3. In the absence of localised sources such as D-branes, the gauge
potentials A are well-defined everywhere and the non-trivial harmonic parts G2p with
p = 0, 1, 2, 3 and H3 with legs along the compactification manifold capture the quantised
flux. For orientifold compactifications the internal p-cycles have to comply with the ori-
entifold projection, such that the background flux can be characterised by virtue of flux
4The chosen form of the Bianchi identities allows to extract the solution for the RR field strengths in
terms of the A-basis instead of the C-basis, which are related to each by a simple B2-transformation,
i.e. A = C ∧ e−B2 .
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quanta (m,ma, ea, e0):
5
`sG0 = m,
1
`s
∫
p˜ia
G2 = m
a,
1
`3s
∫
pia
G4 = ea,
1
`5s
∫
M6
G6 = e0, (3.4)
with p˜ia ∈ H−2 (M6,Z) and pia ∈ H+4 (M6,Z). The internal RR-fluxes G are known to
generate a perturbative superpotential for the Ka¨hler moduli [30,31]:
`sWT =
1
`5s
∫
M6
G ∧ eJc = e0 + eaT a + 1
2
KabcmaT bT c + m
6
KabcT aT bT c . (3.5)
The NS 3-form flux H3 on the other hand threads the R-odd three-cycles (BK , AΛ) ∈
H−3 (M6,Z), which are the de Rham duals to the R-odd three-forms (βK , αΛ) introduced
earlier. Similar as for the RR-fluxes, the quantised Page charge for the NS-flux background
can be expressed in terms of the integer flux quanta (hK , h
Λ):
1
`2s
∫
BK
H3 = −hK , 1
`2s
∫
AΛ
H3 = h
Λ. (3.6)
The NS-fluxes generate in turn a linear superpotential for the complex structure moduli:
`sWQ =
1
`5s
∫
M6
Ωc ∧H3 = hKNK? + hΛU?Λ . (3.7)
The combination of RR and NS-fluxes suffices to generate a four-dimensional F-term scalar
potential for the geometric moduli (ta, nK? , u?Λ) and closed string axions (b
a, ξK? , ξ?Λ),
whose precise shape exhibits a remarkable bilinear form factorising into a geometric moduli
part, an axion part and a flux part [14, 32]. Namely, we have a structure of the form
VF =
1
8κ24
ρA(b, ξ?)Z
AB(t, n?, u?) ρB (b, ξ?), (3.8)
where the ρA depend on the flux quanta and the axions, and Z
AB only on saxions. In the
language of standard N = 1 supergravity this sort of factorisation also exhibits itself in
the superpotential, which can be expressed as the product
WT +WQ = ~Π
t · ~ρ, `s~ρ = (R−1)t · ~q, (3.9)
of a saxion vector ~Πt(ta, nK? , u?Λ) = (1, it
a,−1
2
Kabctbtc, − i3!Kabctatbtc, inK? , iu?Λ) and an
axion vector ~ρ of components ρA. The latter is given in terms of an (2h
11
− + h
21 + 3) ×
5We adhere to the conventions of [12] for the sign of the fluxes.
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(2h11− + h
21 + 3) dimensional axion rotation matrix,
R(ba, ξK? , ξ?Λ) =

1 0 0 0 0 0
−ba δab 0 0 0 0
1
2
Kabcbbbc −Kabcbc δab 0 0 0
− 1
3!
Kabcbabbbc 12Kabcbbbc −ba 1 0 0
−ξK? 0 0 0 δKL 0
−ξ?Λ 0 0 0 0 δΣΛ

, (3.10)
and a charge vector ~q consisting of the quantised fluxes, i.e. ~q = (e0, ea,m
a,m, hK , h
Λ)t.
The factorised form of the superpotential enables to expose the multi-branched structure
of the vacua for the closed string axions: the periodic shift symmetry of the axions leaves
the action, potential and superpotential invariant provided that the flux quanta ~q are
shifted simultaneously. Formally, the shift symmetries of the closed string axions are
generated by the nilpotent matrices Pa, PK and P
Λ,
Pa =

0 −~δta 0 0 0 0
0 0 −Kabc 0 0 0
0 0 0 −~δa 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

,
PK =

0 0 0 0 −~δtK 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

,
PΛ =

0 0 0 0 0 −(~δL)t
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

,
(3.11)
which mutually commute among each other. As such, the axion rotation matrix can be
expressed in terms of these matrices through exponentiation:
Rt(ba, ξK? , ξ?Λ) = e
baPa+ξK? PK+ξ?ΛP
Λ
. (3.12)
The matrix notation also allows to express elegantly the invariance of the theory under
the axionic shift symmetries, which acts on the axion rotation matrix as:
(R−1)t(ba + ra, ξK? +$
K , ξ?Λ +$Λ) = (R
−1)t(ba, ξK? , ξ?Λ) · e−r
aPa−$KPK−$ΛPΛ , (3.13)
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with ra, $K , $Λ ∈ Z. The invariance of the superpotential is manifest provided the charge
vector transforms as,
~q → eraPa+$KPK+$ΛPΛ~q . (3.14)
The shift symmetry implies the existence of a set of gauge-invariant axion polynomials
`s~ρ ≡ (R−1)t · ~q, whose explicit component forms are given by,
`sρ0 = e0 + eab
a + 1
2
Kabcmabbbc + m6 Kabcbabbbc + hKξK? + hΛξ?Λ,
`sρa = ea +Kabcmbbc + m2 Kabcbbbc,
`sρ˜
a = ma +mba,
`sρ˜ = m,
`sρˆK = hK ,
`sρˆ
Λ = hΛ.
(3.15)
As shown in [18], all of the above statements also hold when taking into account the effect
of curvature α′-corrections. Indeed, one can still define gauge-invariant axion polynomials
that generalise the expressions above.
The invariance under the axion shift symmetries is not coincidental, but relies micro-
scopically on the cancellation of Freed-Witten anomalies for four-dimensional strings in
the presence of background fluxes [14]. More concretely, each of the axions (ba, ξK? , ξ?Λ)
can be Hodge-dualised in four dimensions to its corresponding two-form coupling to four-
dimensional strings. In type IIA backgrounds these axionic strings arise from NS5-branes
wrapping the Poincare´-dual four-cycles PD(ωa) (b-type axionic strings) and D4-branes
wrapping the Poincare´-dual three-cycles PD(αK) and PD(βΛ) respectively (ξ-type axionic
strings). In the presence of background RR-flux G2p the b-type axionic strings develop
a Freed-Witten anomaly in case G2p
∣∣
PD(ωa)
is non-trivial in cohomology, which can be
mediated by emitting a D(6− 2p)-brane wrapping the (4− 2p)-cycle in the Poincare´ dual
class of G2p
∣∣
PD(ωa)
. Similarly, the ξ-type axionic strings resolve the Freed-Witten anomaly
in the presence of H3-flux by emitting D2-branes, as summarised in table 1. The emitted
D-branes form four-dimensional domain walls bounded by axionic strings that separate
vacua in the axion moduli space with different RR- and/or NS-fluxes [33]. In this respect
the domain walls are unstable under nucleation of holes bounded by axionic strings, which
allows the axions to cross the domain wall by virtue of a monodromy generated by the
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matrices Pa, PK and P
Λ. Under the axion monodromies the flux quanta will shift as
prescribed in (3.14), such that both effects cancel each other out and all vacua for the
axions are equivalent. It is also straightforward to verify that the field strengths in (3.2)
remain invariant under such shift symmetries, which can be seen as a particular subset of
gauge transformations.
String Flux Domain Wall
Axion Brane Set-up type Brane Set-up Rank
B2 = b
aωa NS5 on [pia] ∈ H+4 (M6,Z) G0 = m D6 on [pia] m
B2 = b
aωa NS5 on [pia] ∈ H+4 (M6,Z) G2 = maωa D4 on [PD(G2 ∧ ωa)]
∫
p˜ia
ωc = Kabcmb
B2 = b
aωa NS5 on [pia] ∈ H+4 (M6,Z) G4 = eaω˜a D2 at point in M6
∫
pia
G4 = ea
C3 = ξ
K
? αK D4 on [B
K ] ∈ H−3 (M6,Z) H3 = hKβK D2 at point in M6
∫
BK
H3 = −hK
C3 = −ξ?ΛβΛ D4 on [AΛ] ∈ H−3 (M6,Z) H3 = hΛαΛ D2 at point in M6
∫
AΛ
H3 = h
Λ
Table 1: Summary of 4d axionic strings with their respective attached domain walls
arising from Dp- and NS5-branes wrapping internal cycles on a Calabi-Yau manifold with
internal flux.
3.2 Type IIA Flux Vacua
An important implication of non-trivial background fluxes concerns the stabilisation of
closed string moduli at non-vanishing vacuum expectation values. The factorisation of the
perturbative superpotential induced by NS- and RR-fluxes, encourages us to understand
how moduli stabilisation respects this factorisation and can be formulated in terms of
the axion polynomial language. This is precisely the goal of this section, where two
well-known examples from the literature, i.e. non-supersymmetric Minkowski vacua and
supersymmetric AdS vacua, are used as toy examples to highlight the general idea.
Non-Supersymmetric Minkowski Flux Vacua
The imaginary self dual (ISD) flux vacua of type IIB can be T-dualised to type IIA flux
vacua [16, 17] for which all RR-fluxes are switched on and the NS 3-form flux is turned
on along only one ΩR-odd three-cycle. Following the symplectic basis choice of [17] in
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which the complex structure moduli {NK? }K 6=0 are projected out, we can assume that
the four-dimensional dilaton N0? = S? = ξ
0
? + i Im (S?) factorises from the other complex
structure moduli U?Λ in the Ka¨hler potential:
KISDQ = − log
[−i(S? − S?)]− 2 log [G˜Q(u?Λ)] , (3.16)
where G˜Q(u?Λ) is a homogeneous function of degree 3/2 with an implicit dependence on the
geometric moduli u?Λ. More precisely, the functional dependence of G˜Q can be expressed
in terms of the rescaled periods Im (ZΛ) ≡ 2Re (CZ0)−1/2Im (CZΛ) and upon inverting
the relation u?Λ = ∂Im (ZΛ)G˜Q the function G˜Q can in principle be written in terms of the
geometric moduli u?Λ. Finally, if we further assume that the only non-vanishing NS-flux
is supported along the ΩR-odd three-form β0, we obtain the generic superpotential for
ISD fluxes,
`sWISD = h0S? + e0 + eaT
a +
1
2
KabcmaT bT c + m
6
KabcT aT bT c, (3.17)
which in terms of the axion polynomials reads
WISD = is?ρˆ0 + ρ0 + it
aρa − 1
2
Kaρ˜a − i
6
Kρ˜. (3.18)
Given the specific form of the Ka¨hler potential (3.16), the F-term scalar potential
takes the form
VF =
eK
κ24
[
KAB¯FAFB¯ − 3
∣∣W ∣∣2] (3.19)
=
eK
κ24
[
KT
aT¯ bFTaFT¯ b +K
S?S¯?FS?FS¯? +K
U?ΛU¯?ΛFU?ΛFU¯?Λ − 3
∣∣W ∣∣2]
=
eK
κ24
[
KT
aT¯ bFTaFT¯ b +K
S?S¯?FS?FS¯?
]
where in the last line we have used that by assumption FU?Λ = KU?ΛW and the no-
scale relation KU?ΛU¯?ΛKU?ΛKU¯?Λ = 3 that arises from (3.16). Therefore, for these kind
of vacua we recover a positive semidefinite flux potential whose absolute minima are
reached whenever FS? = FTa = 0. In general, the factorisable form (3.9) of the ISD flux
superpotential enables us to simplify the F-terms for the dilaton S? and Ka¨hler moduli
and express them entirely in terms of geometric moduli and the gauge-invariant axion
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polynomials (3.15). Focusing first on the F-term for the dilaton we obtain6
FS? = −i ∂s?WISD +
i
2s?
WISD =
1
2s?
(
iρ0 − taρa − i
2
Kaρ˜a + 1
6
Kρ˜+ s?ρˆ0
)
, (3.20)
where we have used the holomorphicity of the superpotential, i.e. ∂S?WISD = 0, to obtain
a first order derivative purely with respect to the four-dimensional dilaton s? = Im (S?).
Similar considerations can be made for the F-terms of the Ka¨hler moduli,
FTa = −i ∂taWISD + 3iKa2K WISD
= ρa + iKabρ˜b + 3iKa2K
(
ρ0 + it
bρb − 12Kbρ˜b + i6Kρ˜+ is?ρˆ0
)
.
(3.21)
Finally, a more elegant polynomial expression in terms of the geometric moduli and axion
polynomials is found in the form of the linear combination taFTa ,
taFTa =
3i
2
ρ0 − 1
2
taρa +
i
4
Kaρ˜a − 3
2
(
1
6
Kρ˜+ s?ρˆ0
)
. (3.22)
When considering the expressions (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22) as polynomials in ta simulta-
neously, the vanishing of the F-terms implies that their coefficients ought to vanish:
ρ˜a = 0, ρa = 0,
1
6
Kρ˜+ s?ρˆ0 = 0, ρ0 = 0. (3.23)
As we discuss in section 4.2, one can easily rederive these conditions from the bilinear
form of the potential (3.8). The first set of equations ρ˜a = 0 stabilise the Ka¨hler axions
in terms of the RR flux quanta:
ba = −m
a
m
, (3.24)
while the second set of equations ρa = 0 represent a set of constraints on the flux quanta:
2mea −Kabcmbmc = 0. (3.25)
Upon imposing these set of relations, the third and last equation stabilise the four-
dimensional dilaton Im (S?) and its axion ξ
0
? respectively in terms of flux quanta and
the Ka¨hler moduli:
h0s? = −m
6
Kabctatbtc, h0ξ0? = −
1
m2
(
e0m
2 − 1
6
Kabcmambmc
)
. (3.26)
Thus, the analysis of the F-terms for the dilaton and Ka¨hler moduli in terms of the
axion polynomials allows to easily extract the generic ISD vacua (3.23), which reproduce
6To simplify the expressions, we use K = Kabctatbtc, Ka = Kabctbtc, Kab = Kabctc.
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the results of section 3.1 in [17] represented by the last four relations (3.24)-(3.26). In
these vacua, the saxionic parts of the Ka¨hler moduli and complex structure moduli remain
unstabilised partly due to the no-scale symmetry for the complex structure moduli U?Λ.
This no-scale symmetry combined with the vanishing F-terms for the dilaton and Ka¨hler
moduli imply a vanishing F-term scalar potential at the ISD vacuum, which corresponds to
a non-supersymmetric Minkowski spacetime in four dimensions. Supersymmetry is then
spontaneously broken by the non-vanishing F-terms of the complex structure moduli U?Λ,
given that the on-shell superpotential for ISD flux vacua is non-vanishing for arbitrary
Romans mass,
〈WISD〉 = − i
3
Kρ˜. (3.27)
The structures of the F-terms in the complex structure moduli sector will be further
analysed in section 5, in conjunction with the structures of flux-induced soft terms.
As argued in [17], a more compelling moduli stabilisation scenario is achieved upon
inclusion of the α′-corrections that deform the Ka¨hler potential from (2.4) to (2.6). Indeed,
in that case one is also able to fix the saxionic component of the Ka¨hler moduli. One
can see that the presence of such α′-corrections is compatible with the simplified form of
the scalar potential (3.19), and that the conditions FS? = FTa = 0 are equivalent to the
following relations among axion polynomials [18]
ρ0 = 0,
1
6
Kρ˜+ s?ρˆ0 = ρ˜K(3)
1
6
K+K(3)
4
3
K−K(3) ,
ρ˜a = 0, ρa = ρ˜K
(3)
3
2
Ka
4
3
K−K(3) .
(3.28)
Here ρ0, ρa are the appropriate redefinition of the axion polynomials ρ0, ρa in the presence
of α′-corrections.7 Since ρa 6= 0, we do not need to impose the analogue of (3.25), and
the Ka¨hler moduli are stabilised at moderately large, finite values. In particular one finds
that the saxions ta minimise the potential energy at
Ka = (4K − 3K
(3))
9m2K(3)
(
2mea −Kabcmbmc
)
. (3.29)
in agreement with the results of section 4.2 in [17].
7More precisely, they correspond to substitute e0, ea → e0, ea in such polynomials, where e0, ea ∈ Z stand
for a redefinition of RR flux quanta due to α′-corrections of order lower than K(3). See [18] for more
details.
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Supersymmetric Anti-de Sitter Flux Vacua
As soon as the no-scale structure for the complex structure moduli U?Λ is broken by the
presence of additional NS-fluxes, both the complex structure moduli and Ka¨hler moduli
can be stabilised to non-trivial values simultaneously. Considering all RR- and NS-fluxes
turned on in a type IIA flux compactification, the geometric moduli, Ka¨hler axions and
one linear combination of complex structure axions can be stabilised supersymmetrically
or non-supersymmetrically, yielding a four-dimensional Anti-de Sitter vacuum [15, 16].
Once more, the axion polynomials provide a very elegant way to find supersymmetric
vacua by analysing the F-terms:
FNK? = ρˆK − i Im (CFK)2GQ (WT +WQ) ,
FU?Λ = ρˆ
Λ + i Im (CZ
Λ)
2GQ (WT +WQ) ,
FTa = ρa + iKabρ˜b − 12Kaρ˜+ 3i2 KaK (WT +WQ) .
(3.30)
In order to solve for the full set of vanishing F-terms, let us first sum up strategically the
complex structure F-terms
h∑
K=0
nK? FNK? +
h∑
Λ=0
u?ΛFU?Λ =
h∑
K=0
ρˆKn
K
? +
h∑
Λ=0
ρˆΛu?Λ + 2i (WT +WQ) = 0, (3.31)
such that the real part and complex part lead to two separate conditions:
ρ0 − 1
2
Kaρ˜a = 0, nK? ρˆK + u?ΛρˆΛ =
1
3
Kρ˜− 2taρa. (3.32)
Also the F-terms of the Ka¨hler moduli can be summed up as
taFTa =
5
2
taρa − 3
4
Kρ˜+ 3i
2
ρ0 +
i
4
Kaρ˜a, (3.33)
leading to two more conditions for vanishing F-terms:
3
2
ρ0 +
1
4
Kaρ˜a = 0, 5
2
taρa − 3
4
Kρ˜ = 0. (3.34)
Combining all four relations allows us to express the stabilisation conditions for the moduli
in terms of the axion polynomials:
ρ0 = 0, ρ˜
a = 0, ρa =
3
10
ρ˜Ka. (3.35)
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The first condition expresses the fact that a linear combination of complex structure
axions is stabilised, while the second condition stabilises the Ka¨hler axions:
hKξ
K
? + h
Λξ?Λ = −
e0m
2 −meama + 13Kabcmambmc
m2
, ba = −m
a
m
. (3.36)
The third condition stabilises the geometric part of the Ka¨hler moduli in terms of the
fluxes. Inserting the identified solutions back into the F-terms for the complex structure
moduli enables to write down the stabilisation conditions for the complex structure moduli
in terms of their “dual” periods and the overall volume K:
GQ ρˆK
Im (CFK) = −GQ
ρˆΛ
Im (CZΛ) =
1
15
ρ˜K. (3.37)
To arrive at these relations, we imposed the vacuum expectation value for the superpo-
tential in supersymmetric AdS vacua, which can be obtained by imposing the vacuum
constraints on the axion polynomials:
〈WAdS〉 = − 2i
15
Kρ˜. (3.38)
One can check that the conditions (3.35) and (3.37) are equivalent to the vanishing F-
term conditions (3.30). Hence, the vacuum relations found in [15] for supersymmetric
AdS vacua can be derived very elegantly by virtue of the axion polynomial language.
Similarly to the ISD flux vacua, the supersymmetric AdS vacua are only realised in
the presence of a non-vanishing Romans’ mass m 6= 0, and are modified when taking into
account the effect of α′-corrections. This time the modification is less dramatic, because
the classical scenario already stabilises all moduli, but their value will be nevertheless
shifted from their previous value. In terms of axion polynomials, we have that the vacuum
relations (3.35) become
ρ0 = 0, ρ˜
a = 0, ρa =
3
10
ρ˜Ka
[K + 3K(3)
K + 3
5
K(3)
]
, (3.39)
and (3.37) turn into
GQ ρˆK
Im (CFK) = −GQ
ρˆΛ
Im (CZΛ) =
1
15
ρ˜
(
K + 3
2
K(3)
)[K − 3K(3)
K + 3
5
K(3)
]
. (3.40)
Notice that these deformations shift the value of the saxions but do not affect the stabil-
isation of the axions, whose vevs still satisfy (3.36).
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Cosmological Constant in Flux Vacua
Both classes of vacuum solutions above have been obtained by solving for vanishing F-
terms in the four-dimensionalN = 1 supergravity description. For non-vanishing F-terms,
the vacuum solutions have to be determined by minimising the F-term scalar potential,
computed from the closed string Ka¨hler potential and superpotential,
VF =
eK
κ24
[
(∂AW +KAW )K
AB(∂BW +KBW )− 3
∣∣W ∣∣2] , (3.41)
where summation over all closed string moduli is assumed. Alternatively, one may consider
the bilinear form of the potential
VF =
1
8κ24
ρA(b, ξ?)Z
AB(t, n?, u?) ρB (b, ξ?), (3.42)
where the vector of axion polynomials is given by ~ρ =
(
ρ0, ρa, ρ˜
a, ρ˜, ρˆK , ρˆ
Λ
)
and the saxion-
dependent (inverse) metric ZAB reads
ZAB = 8eK

4
Kab
4
9
K2Kab
1
9
K2 2
3
KnI? 23Ku?Λ
2
3
KnJ? KIJ KIΣ
2
3
Ku?Σ KΛJ KΛΣ

. (3.43)
Instead of solving for vanishing F-terms, vacuum configurations can be determined more
generically by requiring that the first order derivatives of the scalar potential with respect
to the moduli vanish. Due to the properties of the rotation matrix (3.12) the constraint
equations for the axionic directions can be rephrased as orthogonality conditions between
the vector ~ρ and its descendants Pa~ρ, PK~ρ or P
Λ~ρ:
~ρTZ−1Pa~ρ = 4ρ0ρa +KcdKdabρcρ˜b − 49KbaK2ρ˜bρ˜ = 0,
~ρTZ−1PK~ρ = 4ρ0ρˆK = 0,
~ρTZ−1PΛ~ρ = 4ρ0ρˆΛ = 0.
(3.44)
These three constraint equations are solved simultaneously for ρ0 = 0 and ρ˜
a = 0: two
constraints on the axion polynomials that are common among the ISD flux vacua and
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supersymmetric AdS flux vacua, and are responsible for stabilising a linear combination
of complex structure axions and all Ka¨hler axions in terms of the flux quanta. The three
constraint equations have to be supplemented by the vacuum conditions arising along the
geometric moduli directions. In the case of ISD flux vacua, the vacuum conditions for the
geometric moduli correspond to setting the following equations to zero,
~ρT∂ta(Z
−1)~ρ = ~ρT (Z−1)~ρ ∂taK + 8eK
[
ρc∂taK
cdρd +Kaρ˜
(
2
3
Kρ˜+ 4s?ρˆ0
)]
,
~ρT∂s?(Z
−1)~ρ = ~ρT (Z−1)~ρ ∂s?K + 8e
K ρˆ0
[
4
3
Kρ˜+ 8s?ρˆ0
]
,
~ρT∂u?Λ(Z
−1)~ρ = ~ρT (Z−1)~ρ ∂u?ΛK,
(3.45)
where the solutions ρ0 = 0 and ρ˜
a = 0 to the axion constraint equations have already
been taken into account on the right-hand side. One can see that the derivative ∂u?ΛK
is proportional to the quotient Im (CZΛ)/GQ, and therefore a homogeneous function of
u?Λ of degree −1. As a result, the third relation in (3.45) vanishes in regions of the
moduli space where the supergravity approximation is no longer valid, i.e. vanishing three-
cycle volumes (Im (CZΛ) = 0,∀Λ) or three-cycles with infinite volumes, unless the four-
dimensional vacuum energy proportional to ~ρT (Z−1)~ρ vanishes for the compactification.
The vacuum conditions for the Ka¨hler moduli sector and 4d dilaton in Minkowski vacua
further lead to the constraints ρa = 0 and
1
6
Kρ˜ + s?ρˆ0 = 0, which complete the set of
constraint equations (3.23) for the ISD flux vacua. Clearly, the axion polynomials jargon
allows for a more systematic search of perturbative flux vacua, but it also reveals that
many such flux vacua are related to each other through the shift symmetries (3.14) and
should therefore not be counted as independent vacua.
Identifying the constraints on the axion polynomials for a particular vacuum config-
uration also allows to determine the perturbative value of the cosmological constant. To
extract information about the cosmological constant from the axion polynomials, it is
insightful to rewrite the inverse metric ZAB in (3.43) into a block-diagonal form,
ZAB = 8eKdiag
4, Kab, 4
9
K2Kab,−
K2
3
,
 KIJ KIΣ
KΛJ KΛΣ
 , (3.46)
by rotating the axion polynomials to a new basis of axion polynomials:
~ρnew =
(
ρ0, ρa, ρ˜
a, ρ˜, ρˆK − iK
3
KNK? ρ˜, ρˆ
Λ − iK
3
KU?Λ ρ˜
)
, (3.47)
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where we have used the homogeneity of the complex structure Ka¨hler potential (2.9).
Taking into account the expression for the F-terms of the complex structure moduli (3.30),
the vector (3.47) can be reinterpreted in a slightly more suggestive way:
~ρnew =
(
ρ0, ρa, ρ˜
a, ρ˜, FNK? −KNK?
(
WT +WQ +
i
3
Kρ˜
)
, FU?Λ −KU?Λ
(
WT +WQ +
i
3
Kρ˜
))
.
(3.48)
The virtue of this new basis of axion polynomials lies in the possibility to understand each
vacuum as a positive, null-like or negative norm with respect to the diagonalised inverse
metric. The ISD flux vacua (with vanishing dilaton and Ka¨hler moduli F-terms) for in-
stance are characterised by the constraint equations (3.23) on the axion polynomials and
are represented by the vector ~ρnew = ρ˜
(
0, 0, 0, 1, 0,− iK
3
KU?Λ ρ˜
)
= (0, 0, 0, ρ˜, 0, FU?Λ). This
vector corresponds to a null-like vector with respect to the metric ZAB, in line with the
vanishing vacuum energy for non-supersymmetric Minkowski vacua.8 SUSY AdS vacua,
on the other hand, have vanishing F-terms in all sectors. From the relations (3.35) we ob-
tain the vector ~ρnew =
(
0, ρa, 0, ρ˜,−KNK?
(
WT +WQ +
i
3
Kρ˜) ,−KU?Λ (WT +WQ + i3Kρ˜))
= ρ˜
(
0, 3
10
Ka, 0, 1,− i5KKNK? ,− i5KKU?Λ
)
, which forms a negative norm vector whose length
corresponds to the negative cosmological constant for the AdS minimum:
〈VF 〉AdS = −3e
K
κ24
(
2
15
ρ˜K
)2
. (3.49)
The same strategy can be applied for α′-corrected type IIA flux vacua. There, the
analysis is technically more involved, because α′-corrections introduce several off-diagonal
entries on the block-diagonal matrix (3.43), connecting previously independent blocks [18].
Nevertheless, by analysing the axion polynomial vectors one obtains a similar picture, with
the above quantities modified in terms of K(3). For instance, for SUSY AdS vacua one
obtains a negative cosmological constant corresponding to
〈VF 〉AdS = −3e
K
κ24
(
2
15
ρ˜
)2(
K + 3
2
K(3)
)2 [K − 3K(3)
K + 3
5
K(3)
]2
, (3.50)
where K = KT +KQ is computed with KT given by (2.6).
8In fact, as we will see in the next section, the choice of Ka¨hler potential (3.16) together with ρˆΛ = 0
implies a positive semi-definite scalar potential minimised by this ~ρnew.
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4 Perturbative Flux Vacua with Mobile D6-branes
Backgrounds with localised sources such as D6-branes and O6-planes provide a much
more intricate picture for type IIA compactifications with fluxes. First, as reviewed in
section 2, they introduce a kinetic mixing between open, Ka¨hler and complex structure
moduli. Second, some open string moduli for mobile D6-branes will contribute to the
superpotential through a bilinear coupling with the Ka¨hler moduli9
W = WT +WQ +W
0
D6 + `
−1
s
∑
α
Φiα(n
α
F i − nαa iT a). (4.1)
Here WT is given by (3.5) and WQ by (3.6) with the replacement {NK? , U?Λ} → {NK , UΛ}.
In addition, Φiα stands for the i
th open string modulus of the D6-brane α, defined in terms
of a reference three-cycle Π0α. At this reference point in open string field space Φ
i
α = 0 and
the open string contribution to W is given by W 0D6. Also, because there is a non-trivial
two-cycle on Πα per each open string modulus we can define two topological invariants.
One is nF i, the corresponding quantum of worldvolume flux and the other is n
α
i , the
homological decomposition of this two-cycle in the bulk. The microscopic justification of
this superpotential was derived in [35] and is reviewed in Appendix B, where we also refer
the reader for a detailed definition of all these quantities.
4.1 Axion Polynomials with Open String States
The particular (bi)linear structure of the last term in (4.1) allows for the factorisation of
the superpotential (3.9) into geometric moduli, axions and flux quanta to go through in
the presence of open string moduli as well:
`s
(
W −W 0D6
)
= ~Πt · (R−1)t · ~q, (4.2)
where the saxion vector ~Πt(ta, nK , uΛ, φ
i
α) = (1, it
a,−1
2
Kabctbtc, − i3!Kabctatbtc, inK , iuΛ,
iφiα, t
aφiα) is now extended with the open string moduli φ
i
α, the charge vector ~q = (e0, ea,m
a,
m, hK , h
Λ, nαFi, n
α
ai)
t is extended with the open string quanta (nαFi, n
α
ai) and the axion ro-
9In non-Ka¨hler compactifications contributions quadratic on the D6-brane moduli also appear [34].
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tation matrix has to be enlarged with open string axions θˆiα:
R(ba, ξK , ξΛ, θˆ
i
α) =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−ba δab 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
2
Kabcbbbc −Kabcbc δab 0 0 0 0 0
− 1
3!
Kabcbabbbc 12Kabcbbbc −ba 1 0 0 0 0
−ξK 0 0 0 δKL 0 0 0
−ξΛ 0 0 0 0 δΣΛ 0 0
θˆiα 0 0 0 0 0 δ
i
j 0
θˆiαb
a θˆiαδ
a
b 0 0 0 0 b
aδij δ
i
jδ
a
b

.
(4.3)
Also in the presence of open string axions, the rotation matrix can be generated by a set
of nilpotent matrices through exponentiation:
Rt(ba, ξK , ξΛ, θˆ
i
α) = e
baPa+ξKPK+ξΛPΛ+θˆiαPαi , (4.4)
with the shift-generating matrices (Pa,PK ,PΛ) forming the natural extension of their
closed string counterparts (3.11):
Pa → Pa =

Pa ~0
t ~0t
~0 0 ~δtj
~0 0 0
 , PK → PK =

PK ~0
t ~0t
~0 0 0
~0 0 0
 , PΛ → PΛ =

PΛ ~0t ~0t
~0 0 0
~0 0 0
 ,
(4.5)
and the only new generator Pαi being associated to the shift symmetries of the open string
axions:
Pαi =

0 0 0 0 0 0 ~δtj 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~δta
~δtj
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

. (4.6)
Under the shift symmetries of the closed string axions, the rotation matrix keeps its orig-
inal transformation properties (3.13), and the addition of open string axions enforces the
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axion rotation matrix to transform under an additional set of shift symmetries associated
to the open string axions, with λiα ∈ Z:
(R−1)t(ba, ξK , ξΛ, θˆiα + λ
i
α) = (R
−1)t(ba, ξK , ξΛ, θˆiα) · e−λ
i
αPαi . (4.7)
Invariance of the superpotential under the combined axion shift symmmetries requires the
charge vector to transform as well:
~q → eraPa+$KPK$ΛPΛ+λiαPαi · ~q . (4.8)
These considerations thus naturally extend the observations reviewed in section 3 and
allow to identify a set of shift-invariant axion polynomials `s~% ≡ (R−1)t · ~q including both
closed and open string axions:
`s%0 = e0 + eab
a + 1
2
Kabcmabbbc + m6 Kabcbabbbc + hKξK + hΛξΛ + nαFiθˆiα − nαaiθˆiαba,
`s%a = ea +Kabcmbbc + m2 Kabcbbbc − nαaiθˆiα,
`s%˜
a = ma +mba,
`s%˜ = m,
`s%ˆK = hK ,
`s%ˆ
Λ = hΛ,
`s%
α
i = n
α
Fi − banαai,
`s%
α
ai = n
α
ai.
(4.9)
The microscopic justification for the invariance under the axion shifts now runs [14]
through the Hanany-Witten effect, which is in one-to-one correspondence with the Freed-
Witten anomaly condition and allows to identify which combinations of flux quanta form
invariant directions. Apart from assuring the consistency of four-dimensional axionic
strings in flux backgrounds, the Freed-Witten anomaly conditions also serve to verify the
microscopic compatibility between background fluxes and the D6-branes wrapping inter-
nal SLag three-cycles. In first instance, the NS-fluxes can induce Freed-Witten anomalies
on the D6-brane worldvolume, unless the pullback of the NS 3-form field strength with
respect to the wrapped three-cycle is an exact 3-form, see e.g [8]:∫
Πα
H3 = 0. (4.10)
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On a formal footing, the requirement of vanishing Freed-Witten anomalies in a background
B2-field ensures the absence of global worldsheet anomalies in the fermionic sector of the
open superstring attached to the D6-brane [7]. At the level of the 4d N = 1 supergrav-
ity theory, a vanishing Freed-Witten anomaly implies that only the linear combination
hKξ
K + hΛξΛ effectively enters in the superpotential, while all orthogonal combinations
can be gauged under the open string U(1) symmetries living on D6-branes [16,36] without
violating gauge invariance.
4.2 Non-Supersymmetric Flux Vacua with D6-branes
As we have seen, mobile D6-branes modify the 4d effective action both at the level of the
Ka¨hler and superpotential. One natural question is then which kind of stable type IIA
vacua exist in their presence, and in particular if one can construct Minkowski and AdS
vacua analogous to the ones considered in section 3.2. On the one hand, in the case of
N = 1 AdS vacua the strategy to find such vacua is rather straightforward, as one must
look for points in field space where all the F-terms vanish. On the other hand, the search
for N = 0 Minkowski vacua is less obvious. Indeed, just as in [13] the pattern of F-terms
that corresponds to stable N = 0 Minkowski vacua relies on having a semi-definite scalar
potential. In turn, the latter relies on the absence of certain fluxes in the superpotential
and in the factorisation of the dilaton, Ka¨hler and complex structure moduli in the Ka¨hler
potential. However, such a factorisation is lost as soon as mobile D6-branes appear in
the construction, due to the 4d field redefinition (2.17). Therefore, it is not clear that the
no-scale properties of certain type IIA flux vacua can still be maintained in the presence
of D6-branes with moduli.10
In the following we would like to see if one can achieve stable N = 0 4d Minkowski
vacua in the presence of mobile D6-branes, where the stability is guaranteed by the semi-
definiteness of the (classical) scalar potential. Rather than taking the 10d approach of [37],
we will address this question in terms of the 4d effective theory discussed above. We will
first show how to obtain a semi-definite F-term scalar potential by means of its standard
4d supergravity expression and a simple set of assumptions. We will then recover the
10Notice that the same observation could be made for type IIB compactifications with D3 and D7-branes.
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same result by using the formalism that rewrites the scalar potential as a bilinear of axion
polynomials. Finally, in the next section we will analyse the spectrum of soft terms that
arises for these kind of vacua.
The standard 4d supergravity perspective
Let us first consider the standard form of the F-term scalar potential
VF =
eK
κ24
[
KAB¯DAWDB¯W − 3
∣∣W ∣∣2] , (4.11)
with DA = ∂A +KA the usual covariant derivative. As mentioned, the presence of mobile
D6-branes creates a non-trivial mixing in the metric between Ka¨hler, complex structure
and open string moduli. Nevertheless, as pointed out in [12] and [14], under certain
assumptions the inverse metric KAB¯ displays a simplified structure.11 First, even if ∂a∂b¯K
changes in the presence of mobile D6-branes, we have that K b¯a remains the inverse of the
previous Ka¨hler moduli metric ∂a∂b¯KK (without open string moduli). Second, the rest of
the components read:
K a¯i = f ibK
ba¯, (4.12a)
K j¯i = GijD6 +K
ab¯f iaf
j
b , (4.12b)
K I¯a = −1
2
K b¯aHIb , (4.12c)
K I¯i = −1
2
[
GijD6 g
I
j +K
b¯af ia H
I
b
]
, (4.12d)
K J¯I = NIJ +
1
4
[
K b¯a HJbH
I
a +G
ij
D6 g
I
i g
J
j
]
, (4.12e)
where as before the indices a, b label Ka¨hler moduli, I, J label dilaton and complex struc-
ture moduli and i, j label open string moduli, absorbing the index α for simplicity. Here
the functions HIa, f
i
a and g
I
i are defined as in section 2. Finally, G
ij
D6 is the inverse of the
open string metric
GD6ij =
3e−φ/4
4K`3s
∫
Πα
ζi ∧ ∗ ζj, (4.13)
and NIJ is the inverse of the complex structure metric without mobile D6-branes
NKΛ =
1
4
∂nK? ∂u?ΛKQ, (4.14)
11One can derive eqs.(4.12) by assuming that the zero degree functions H in (2.17) only depend on the
D6-brane position variables ϕi, as it happens for instance in the case of toroidal orbifolds.
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with KQ taken as a function of n
K
? , u?Λ as in (2.9).
The relations (4.12) allow to write the first piece of (4.11) as
KAB¯DAWDB¯W = K
ab¯
[
Da + f
i
aDi −
1
2
HKa DK
]
W
[
Db¯ + f
i
bDi¯ −
1
2
HKa DK¯
]
W
+ GijD6
[
DiW − 1
2
gKi DKW
] [
D¯W − 1
2
gLj DL¯W
]
+ NIJDIWDJ¯W (4.15)
which is a sum of positive definite terms. This rewriting is crucial in order to match
the scalar potential derived from dimensional reduction with the one obtained from the
standard supergravity formula [12, 14]. If in addition we consider a Ka¨hler potential of
the form (3.16), namely
KQ = −log (2s?)−KQ˜(u?Λ), (4.16)
then the entries of NKΛ mixing the dilaton and the complex structure moduli u?Λ will
vanish, and the same will hold for its inverse. As a result, the contribution coming from
the last line of (4.15) will split as
NIJDIWDJ¯W = N
SSDSWDS¯W + N
ΛΣDΛWDΣ¯W (4.17)
Finally, if we assume that the fields UΛ do not enter into the superpotential and use the
corresponding no-scale relation we obtain
NΛΣDΛWDΣ¯W = 3|W |2, (4.18)
that cancels the second term in (4.11). Therefore, with similar assumptions as for the
ISD closed string vacua and the Ka¨hler metric relations (4.12), we obtain a semi-definite
positive scalar potential and the corresponding 4d Minkowski vacua.
The conditions for such vacua amount to imposing the following relations,
DSW = 0, (4.19)
DiW =
1
2
gΛi DΛW, (4.20)
DaW =
1
2
(
HΛa − f iagΛi
)
DΛW, (4.21)
which is slightly weaker than imposing the cancellation of the F-terms for S, T a and Φi.
To rewrite these conditions in a simple form, let us note that by eq.(2.18) ∂φiu?Λ =
1
2
gΛi
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and that the same assumptions that led to (4.12) imply ∂tau?Λ =
1
2
(HΛa − f iagΛi ). We then
have that they amount to
DSW = 0, (4.22)
DiW = (∂iKQ˜)W, (4.23)
DaW = (∂aKQ˜)W. (4.24)
Alternatively, one may consider the contra-variant expressions of the F-terms
FA ≡ KABDBW, (4.25)
which allow to designate in which moduli sector supersymmetry is broken spontaneously.
Indeed, by imposing the vacuum conditions (4.19)-(4.21) and using the expressions (4.12)
for the inverse metric on the moduli space, the only non-vanishing on-shell component is
the F-term for the complex structure moduli UΛ:
FΛ = NΛΣKΣW 0 = −2iu?ΛW 0. (4.26)
Note that this relation forms the natural extension of the on-shell F-terms in type IIA
closed string ISD flux vacua. Also in the presence of open string moduli (associated to
mobile D6-branes) supersymmetry is spontaneously broken by the non-vanishing F-terms
in the complex structure moduli sector, prompting us to label the class of such non-
supersymmetric Minkowski vacua as complex structure dominated (CSD) vacua. In the
next section we will analyse different phenomenological aspects of these N = 0 flux vacua
with non-vanishing on-shell F-terms in the complex structure moduli sector, dubbed CSD
vacua for short.
To determine the vacuum expectation value of the superpotential W 0, the axion poly-
nomial formalism turns out to be extremely useful once the vacuum conditions (4.19)-
(4.21) are rewritten in terms of vacuum constraints on the axion polynomials, as we now
discuss.
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The axion polynomial perspective
While the reasoning used above to obtain N = 0 Minkowski vacua fits better with the
existing literature on string compactifications, there is a more direct approach to analyse
the appearance of semi-definite scalar potentials and the corresponding Minkowski vacua.
Indeed, instead of describing the scalar potential in terms of a Ka¨hler and superpotential
one may consider its expression as a bilinear of axion polynomials, as directly obtained
from dimensional reduction. As we will see, one can reproduce similar conditions as
above for the semi-positive definiteness of VF , except that now no assumption on the
Ka¨hler metrics must be made.
As a warm up, let first us consider the well-know ISD case without mobile D6-branes,
for which the potential can be expressed as in (3.42). In this language, the assumption
(4.16) translates into the vanishing of the off-diagonal components KIΛ in (3.43). When
switching to the new basis of axion polynomials ~ρnew in (3.47), this metric becomes
ZAB = 8eKdiag
(
4, Kab¯,
4
9
K2Kab¯,−
K2
3
, KSS¯, KΛΣ¯
)
, (4.27)
while
~ρnew =
(
ρ0, ρa, ρ˜
a, ρ˜, ρˆ0 − ρ˜K i
3
KS, ρˆ
Λ − ρ˜K i
3
KΛ
)
. (4.28)
Imposing that the complex structure moduli U?Λ do not enter the superpotential is
equivalent to requiring that ρˆΛ = 0. Then, using the no-scale relation KΛΣ¯KΛKΣ¯ =
−KΛΣ¯KΛKΣ = 3 one finds an exact cancellation between the contribution of the Romans
mass component ρ˜ of (4.28) and the last one. As a result the scalar potential (3.42) reads
VF =
eK
κ24
(
4ρ20 +K
ab¯ρaρb +
4
9
K2Kab¯ρ˜aρ˜b +KSS¯
(
ρˆ0 − ρ˜K i
3
KS
)2)
, (4.29)
which is clearly semi-definite positive and vanishes if and only if the conditions (3.23) are
met. In this way, we directly recover the relations for the axion polynomials obtained in
section 3.2 without having to consider any particular pattern for the F-terms.
Similarly, we may apply this strategy to the case of CSD vacua (with mobile D6-
branes), where now the vector of axion polynomials has the components (4.9). From the
results of section 3 of [14] adapted to our conventions for quantised fluxes, one obtains
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that inverse metric takes the diagonalised form
ZAB = 8eKdiag
(
4, Kab¯K ,
4
9
K2(KK)ab¯,−
K2
3
,NSS¯,NΛΣ¯, GijD6, G
ij
D6
)
, (4.30)
in the following basis of axion polynomials
~%new =
(
%0, %
′
a, %˜
a′, %˜, %ˆ0 − %˜K i
3
KS,−%˜K i
3
KUΛ , %
′
i, t
a%ai
)
. (4.31)
Here we have defined
%′a = %a + f
i
a%i −
1
2
H0a%ˆ0, (4.32)
%˜a′ = %˜a − (Kabtcf ic +Kactbf ic)%bi, (4.33)
%′i = %i −
1
2
g0i %ˆ0 (4.34)
and we have already imposed that NSΛ = 0 and that %ˆΛ = 0. Again, we find a cancellation
between the quadratic terms in the 4th and 6th entry of (4.31). This results into a semi-
definite positive, bilinear scalar potential of the form
VF =
eK
κ24
(
4%20 +K
ab¯
K %
′
a%
′
b +
4
9
K2(KK)ab¯%˜a′%˜b′ + NSS¯
(
%ˆ0 − %˜K i
3
KS
)2
+GijD6
[
%′i%
′
j + t
atb%ai%bj
])
,
(4.35)
We then find that the conditions for a Minkowski vacuum are
%0 = 0, (4.36a)
%a =
1
2
(
H0a − f iag0i
)
%ˆ0, (4.36b)
%˜a = Kabφi%bi, (4.36c)
%ˆ0 = − K
6s?
%˜, (4.36d)
%i =
1
2
g0i %ˆ0, (4.36e)
ta%ai = 0, (4.36f)
and that whenever they are satisfied the superpotential takes the value
W0 = 2is?%ˆ0 = −iK
3
%˜ . (4.37)
Equivalently, at these vacua we have ~%new =
(
0, 0, 0, %˜, 0, FUΛ , 0, 0
)
. One can easily check
that these relations are equivalent to eqs.(4.22)-(4.24) if one uses eq. (2.18) and assumes
that ∂ta(t
aH0a) = H
0
a− f iag0i . In the next section we will analyse several phenomenological
aspects of these CSD vacua.
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5 Fluxed Supersymmetry-Breaking and Soft Terms
The N = 0 Minkowski vacua of the previous section represent examples of string vacua
in which supersymmetry is spontaneously broken due to background fluxes. A first man-
ifestation of broken supersymmetry are the non-vanishing F-terms in the complex struc-
ture moduli sector, yet the genuinely physical observables resulting from spontaneous
supersymmetry-breaking correspond to the gravitino mass and soft terms for the visible
sector (chiral matter charged under gauge symmetries). In this section, we compute the
gravitino mass and soft terms for the CSD vacua in terms of the axion polynomials of the
compactification, in such a way that the vacuum constraints on the axion polynomials
suffice to determine whether supersymmetry is broken and how the soft terms relate to
the gravitino mass.
5.1 Fluxed Supersymmetry-Breaking
The perturbative toolbox in N = 1 supergravity to obtain a supersymmetry-breaking vac-
uum consists in coupling gravity to chiral multiplets subject to a non-trivial superpoten-
tial. The vacuum configuration of the resulting F-term scalar potential then determines
the sign and value of the vacuum-energy, indicating whether the vacuum of the four-
dimensional theory corresponds to an Anti-de Sitter, Minkowski or de Sitter spacetime.
To discriminate supersymmetric from non-supersymmetric vacua it suffices to analyse the
F-terms and identify at least one chiral superfield with a non-vanishing F-term in case
of non-supersymmetric vacua. In that case, the fermionic partner inside the chiral su-
perfield serves as the massless Goldstino, which is absorbed by the gravitino through the
super-Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism [38,39]. The would-be mass of the gravitino in the
Lagrangian, also dubbed apparent gravitino mass in [40], is proportional to the vacuum
expectation value of the superpotential
m23/2 = e
K |W |2. (5.1)
Note, however, that a non-vanishing apparent gravitino mass does not imply supersym-
metry is spontaneously broken, as is the case for the supersymmetric AdS vacua intro-
duced in section 3.2. To evaluate whether supersymmetry is spontaneously broken, it is
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more appropriate to consider an effective gravitino mass
m23/2 = m
2
3/2 +
κ24
3
VF =
1
3
eKFAK
ABFB, (5.2)
whose scale is set by the (non-vanishing) F-terms of the chiral multiplets. This relation
between the effective gravitino mass and the F-terms of the chiral multiplets has been
obtained by virtue of the expression for the F-term scalar potential (3.41). When eval-
uating the value of the effective gravitino mass in the vacuum of the theory, its value
corresponds to the on-shell apparent gravitino mass corrected by the vacuum energy for
curved spacetimes. The evaluation of these formulae for ISD flux vacua and supersym-
metric AdS vacua will follow shortly. For now, we summarise the various background
vacua that can potentially emerge from an N = 1 supergravity theory coupled to chiral
supermultiplets in table 2.
background m23/2 〈V 〉 m23/2
SUSY Minkowski 0 0 0
non-SUSY Minkowski > 0 0 > 0
SUSY AdS > 0 < 0 0
non-SUSY AdS > 0 < 0 > 0
non-SUSY dS > 0 > 0 > 0
Table 2: Overview of four-dimensional vacuum configurations in N = 1 supergravity
coupled to chiral supermultiplets with the corresponding apparent gravitino mass, vacuum
energy and effective gravitino mass.
The 4d low-energy effective field theory for type IIA orientifold compactifications is
(partly) captured by an N = 1 supergravity theory coupled to chiral supermultiplets,
with scalar components played by closed and open string moduli. Hence, by studying the
vacuum structure of the F-term scalar potential we can both determine the consistency
of the compactification as well as the physics of the four-dimensional spacetime. In the
previous sections we showed that perturbative flux vacua are easily identified in terms of
constraints on the shift-invariant axion polynomials (3.15) or (4.9). Our next aim is to
forge a connection between the spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry and these axion
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polynomials by rewriting the gravitino masses appropriately. Exploiting the factorability
of the perturbative flux superpotential the apparent gravitino mass (5.1) can be expressed
in terms of the axion polynomials (3.15) as follows:
m23/2 = e
KρA(Π
† n Π)ABρB, (5.3)
where the purely saxion-dependent matrix Π† n Π reads more explicitly
Π† n Π =

1 0 −1
2
Ka 0 0 0
0 tatb 0 −taK
6
tanK? t
au?Λ
−1
2
Kb 0 14KaKb 0 0 0
0 −tbK
6
0
(K
6
)2 −K
6
nK? −K6 u?Λ
0 tbnI? 0 −nI?K6 nI?nK? nI?u?Λ
0 tbu?Σ 0 −u?ΣK6 u?ΣnK? u?Σu?Λ

, (5.4)
when expressed in the basis of axion polynomials ~ρ =
(
ρ0, ρa, ρ˜
a, ρ˜, ρˆK , ρˆ
Λ
)
.
Also the effective gravitino mass (5.2) can be expressed in terms of the axion polyno-
mials by working out the F-terms for the Ka¨hler and complex structure moduli explicitly.
When neglecting open string moduli or considering compactifications without D6-branes,
the factorability of the closed string moduli space translates into a factorisation of the
F-terms per sector:
m23/2 =
1
3
eK~ρT (FT + FUN) ~ρ, (5.5)
where the matrix FUN for the complex structure moduli is given by
FUN =

4 0 −2Ka 0 0 0
0 4tatb 0 −2taK
3
2tanI? 2t
au?Λ
−2Kb 0 KaKb 0 0 0
0 −2tbK
3
0 4
(K
6
)2 −K
3
nK? −K3 u?Λ
0 2tbnI? 0 −K3 nI? KN
IN
K
KN
IUΛ
0 2tbu?Σ 0 −K3 u?Σ KUΣN
K
KUΣUΛ

, (5.6)
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and the matrix FT for the Ka¨hler moduli sector reads
FT =

3 0 1
2
Ka 0 0 0
0 tatb − 2
3
KKab 0 taK
6
tanI? t
au?Λ
1
2
Kb 0 34KaKb − 23KKab 0 0 0
0 tbK
6
0 3
(K
6
)2 1
2
KnK? 12Ku?Λ
0 tbnI? 0
1
2
nI?K 3nI?nK? 3nI?u?Λ
0 tbu?Σ 0
1
2
u?ΣK 3u?ΣnK? 3u?Σu?Λ

, (5.7)
both expressed in the basis of axion polynomials ~ρ =
(
ρ0, ρa, ρ˜
a, ρ˜, ρˆK , ρˆ
Λ
)
. The expres-
sions for the apparent and effective gravitino mass have only taken into account the chiral
multiplets from the closed string sector. As long as the superpotential remains factorisable
in the sense of section 4.1 when including open string chiral multiplets, the expressions
for the gravitino masses can be straightforwardly generalised, which will be the focus of
the last part of this section.
Supersymmetric Anti-de Sitter Flux Vacua
Let us now test these considerations for the supersymmetric AdS vacua from section 3,
which are represented by the vector ~ρAdS = ρ˜
(
0, 3
10
Ka, 0, 1,− i5KKNI? ,− i5KKU?Λ
)
. In this
vacuum configuration, the apparent gravitino mass happens to have a non-vanishing value
proportional to Romans mass ρ˜:
m23/2 = e
K
(
2K
15
ρ˜
)2
. (5.8)
The effective gravitino mass in the supersymmetric AdS vacua vanishes, as can be checked
explicitly by evaluating expression (5.5) for the axion vector ~ρAdS. The vanishing effective
gravitino mass should not surprise us at all, as it is fully in line with the vanishing F-terms
and the (negative) vacuum energy for the supersymmetric AdS vacua, which equates in
absolute value to three times the value of the apparent gravitino mass.
Non-supersymmetric Minkowski Flux Vacua (ISD)
A case study for non-supersymmetric vacua are the backgrounds with ISD fluxes, as
discussed in section 3. Considering the factorisation of the dilaton as in (3.16) for the ISD
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flux set-up, the purely saxion-dependent matrix Π† n Π in the apparent gravitino mass
takes the form
Π† n Π =

1 0 −1
2
Ka 0 0 0
0 tatb 0 −taK
6
tas? t
au?Λ
−1
2
Kb 0 14KaKb 0 0 0
0 −tbK
6
0
(K
6
)2 −K
6
s? −K6 u?Λ
0 tbs? 0 −s?K6 s2? s?u?Λ
0 tbu?Σ 0 −u?ΣK6 s?uΣ u?Σu?Λ

. (5.9)
The apparent gravitino mass for the ISD flux vacua, represented by the axion vector
~ρISD = ρ˜
(
0, 0, 0, 1, 0,− i
3
KKUΛ
)
also scales with Romans’ mass ρ˜:
m23/2 = e
K
(K
3
ρ˜
)2
. (5.10)
In these vacua the effective gravitino mass does not vanish, which can be verified explicitly
when writing out the F-terms by virtue of the axion polynomials:
m23/2 =
1
3
eK~ρT (FT + FS? + FU?) ~ρ =
1
3
eK
(K
3
ρ˜
)2
, (5.11)
where the matrix FS? for the dilaton sector is given by
FS? =

1 0 −1
2
Ka 0 0 0
0 tatb 0 −taK
6
−tas? tau?Λ
−1
2
Kb 0 14KaKb 0 0 0
0 −tbK
6
0
(K
6
)2 K
6
s? −K6 u?Λ
0 −tbs? 0 s?K6 s2? −s? u?Λ
0 tbu?Σ 0 −u?ΣK6 −s? u?Σ u?Σu?Λ

, (5.12)
the matrix FU? for the complex structure moduli sector reads
FU? =

3 0 −3
2
Ka 0 0 0
0 3tatb 0 −taK
2
3tas? t
au?Λ
−3
2
Kb 0 34KaKb 0 0 0
0 −tbK
2
0 3
(K
6
)2 −K
2
s? −K6 u?Λ
0 3tbs? 0 −s?K2 3s2? s? u?Λ
0 tbu?Σ 0 −u?ΣK6 s? u?Σ KΛΣ − u?Σu?Λ

, (5.13)
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and the matrix FT for the Ka¨hler moduli takes the form
FT =

3 0 1
2
Ka 0 0 0
0 tatb − 2
3
KKab 0 1
6
Kta tas? tau?Λ
1
2
Kb 0 34KaKb − 23KKab 0 0 0
0 1
6
Ktb 0 3 (K
6
)2 1
2
Ks? 12Ku?Λ
0 tbs? 0
1
2
Ks? 3s2? 3s?u?Λ
0 tbu?Σ 0
1
2
Ku?Σ 3s?u?Σ 3u?Σu?Λ

. (5.14)
The non-vanishing value for the effective gravitino mass is due to the non-vanishing F-
terms for the complex structure moduli in the ISD flux vacua, which can be verified
explicitly in the axion polynomial language. The factorability of the moduli sectors allows
in this case to clearly extract the U -dominated character of the supersymmetry-breaking
in type IIA ISD flux vacua.
Non-supersymmetric Flux Vacua with D6-branes (CSD Vacua)
As discussed in section 4.2, mobile D6-branes alter the vacuum structure of the 4d effective
theory such that the corresponding non-supersymmetric Minkowski vacua (4.19)-(4.21)
rely on weaker vacuum constraints than the ISD flux vacua. Subsequently, the pattern of
supersymmetry-breaking in the presence of mobile D6-branes needs further exploration
to assess how it defers from the pure closed string case. To this end, we first consider the
apparent gravitino mass, which can still be factorised in a bilinear form consisting of the
purely saxion-dependent matrix Π† n Π:
Π† n Π =

1 0 −1
2
Ka 0 0 0 0 taφi
0 tatb 0 −taK
6
tanK tauΛ t
aφi 0
−1
2
Kb 0 14KaKb 0 0 0 0 −12Kbtaφi
0 −tbK
6
0
(K
6
)2 −K
6
nK −K
6
uΛ −K6 φi 0
0 tbnI 0 −nI K
6
nInK nIuΛ n
Iφi 0
0 tbuΣ 0 −uΣK6 uΣnK uΣuΛ uΣφi 0
0 tbφj 0 −K
6
φj nKφj uΛφ
j φiφj 0
tbφj 0 −1
2
Kbtaφj 0 0 0 0 tatbφiφj

,
(5.15)
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expressed in terms of the axion basis ~% T =
(
%0, %a, %˜
a, %˜, %ˆK , %ˆ
Λ, %i, %ai
)
. Upon evaluating
the apparent gravitino mass for the CSD vacuum conditions in (4.36), one easily retrieves
the same functional dependence as for the ISD flux vacua:
m23/2 = e
K
(K
3
%˜
)2
. (5.16)
Nevertheless, the relevant quantity to consider for vacua with (spontaneously) broken
supersymmetry is the effective gravitino mass (5.2), whose explicit bilinear expression in
terms of the axion polynomials becomes extremely involved upon inclusion of D6-brane
moduli. More precisely, it is the mixing between closed and open string moduli sectors
that prevents us from writing down the F-terms as axion polynomial bilinears by virtue
of the simple matrices FS, FU and FT , as in the closed string ISD flux case. Instead
we look at the effective gravitino mass as the scalar product between the co-variant and
contra-variant F-term vectors,
m23/2 =
1
3
eK
(
FaF
a + FSF
S + FΛF
Λ + FiF
i
)
(5.17)
and express both vectors explicitly in terms of the axion polynomials. The co-variant
F-term vectors contain two contributions both linear in the axion polynomials
Fa
FS
FΛ
Fi
 =

0 δba iKab −12Ka 0 0 0 −iφj
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 δΣΛ 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 δji −ita
 · ~%+

KTa
KS
KΛ
KΦi
 ~Π
t · ~%, (5.18a)
and similarly the contra-variant F-term vector can be written as the sum of two linear
terms in the axion polynomials
F a
F S
FΛ
F i
 =

0 Kab −iKacKcb −12KacKc KaS KaΣ Kaj iKajtb
0 KSb −iKScKcb −12KScKc KSS KaΣ KSj iKSjtb
0 KΛb −iKΛcKcb −12KΛcKc KΛS KΛΣ KΛj iKΛjtb
0 Kib −iKicKcb −12KicKc KiS KiΣ Kij iKijtb
 · ~%
+

−2ita
−2is
−2iuΛ
−2iφi
 ~Π
† · ~% ,
(5.18b)
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where we used the expressions (4.12) for the inverse metrics on the moduli space and
the first order derivatives (A.11) of the Ka¨hler potential to simplify the second term. An
alternative (and more explicit) representation of the contra-variant F-terms can be found
in [14]. Upon evaluating the F-term vectors in the CSD vacua (4.36)
( ~FA)
t =
(
1
2
(HaΛ − f iagiΛ)FΛ, 0, FΛ,
1
2
gΛi FΛ
)
, (~FA)t =
(
0, 0,−2iu?ΛW 0, 0
)
, (5.19)
one can immediately deduce that only the complex structure moduli sector provides a
non-vanishing contribution to the effective gravitino mass:
m23/2 =
1
3
eKFΛF
Λ = eK
(K
3
%˜
)2
. (5.20)
Note that the functional dependence of the effective gravitino mass for these CSD or
N = 0 Minkowski vacua is precisely the same as for the pure ISD flux vacua.
5.2 Flux-Induced Soft Terms on D6-branes
Upon including D6-branes into a type IIA flux vacuum with non-vanishing F-terms in
the moduli sectors, the spontaneous supersymmetry-breaking is mediated through grav-
itational couplings to the D6-brane worldvolumes in the form of soft terms for the open
string excitations. To extract the soft terms one usually distinguishes [41–43] between the
visible sector composed of the massless open string excitations (with vanishing vacuum
expectation values) on the one hand and the hidden sector of closed string moduli on the
other hand. Given that the D6-brane displacement moduli provide for more generic vacua
in the presence of background fluxes, we choose a more suitable factorisation of the N = 1
chiral multiplets: on the one hand open string excitations transforming in bifundamental
representations of the D6-brane gauge theories denoted collectively by Oα (and its her-
mitian conjugate Oα), and on the other hand the “hidden” sector of closed string moduli
and D6-brane displacement moduli denoted by H ∈ {T a, NK , UΛ,Φi}. Subsequently, the
Ka¨hler potential and superpotential can then be expanded around the background values
of the hidden sector moduli:
K(H,H,O,O) = K0(H,H) +Kαβ(H,H)OαO
β
+
[
1
2
Zαβ(H,H)OαOβ + h.c.
]
+ . . . ,
W (H,O) = W0(H) + 1
2
µαβ(H)OαOβ + 1
6
Yαβγ(H)OαOβOγ + . . . . (5.21)
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In this expansion, the Ka¨hler potential K0 = KT + KQ contains the Ka¨hler potentials
for the dilaton, Ka¨hler moduli, complex structure moduli and open string displacement
moduli, while the functions Kαβ(H,H) represent the Ka¨hler metrics for the open string
excitations with vanishing vacuum expectation value (at the level of the supergravity
analysis). The superpotential W0(H) encompasses the perturbative RR- and NS-flux
superpotential as well as the bilinear superpotential as in (4.1), while the quadratic and
Yukawa couplings between the open string modes arise from non-perturbative effects such
as worldsheet instantons and potentially D-brane instantons. The soft terms for the open
string modes follow by inserting the expansion for the Ka¨hler potential and superpotential
into the F-term scalar potential (3.41), and taking the limit κ4 → ∞ while keeping the
apparent gravitino mass m3/2 fixed:
Vsoft = m
2
αβ
OαOβ +
[
1
6
AαβγOαOβOγ + 1
2
BαβOαOβ + h.c
]
, (5.22)
where the various soft term parameters depend on the closed string and D6-brane dis-
placement moduli (evaluated at their vacuum expectation value):12
m2
αβ
= (m23/2 +
V0
M2Pl
)Kαβ − eK
0/M2PlF
m (
∂m∂nKαβ − ∂mKαγKγδ∂nKδβ
)
F n,
Aαβγ =
W0
|W0|e
K0/M2PlFm
[
∂mK
0 Yαβγ +DmYαβγ
]
, (5.24)
Bαβ =
W0
|W0|e
K0/2M2Pl
{
eK
0/2M2PlFm
[
∂mK
0 µαβ +Dmµαβ
]−m3/2µαβ + (2m23/2 + V0M2Pl )Zαβ
−m3/2eK0/2M2PlFm∂mZαβ +m3/2eK0/2M2PlFmDmZαβ − eK0/M2PlFmF nDn∂mZαβ
}
.
The soft terms depend both on universal data, such as the F-terms13 and the Ka¨hler-
potentialK0, and on model-dependent input data captured through the moduli-dependent
12To simplify the formulae for the soft terms, we introduced the notations:
DmYαβγ = ∂mYαβγ −
(
Kδρ∂mKραYδβγ + (α↔ β) + (α↔ γ)
)
,
Dnµαβ = ∂mµαβ −
(
Kδρ∂mKραµδβ + (α↔ β)
)
,
DnZαβ = ∂mZαβ −
(
Kδρ∂mKραZδβ + (α↔ β)
)
.
(5.23)
13Note that the expression for the F-terms in this paper differs by a factor e−K
0/2M2Pl from the expressions
usually encountered in the literature. This deliberate choice allows to extract an overall exponential
factor eK
0/M2Pl from the non-universal contribution to the soft terms, in line with the factorisation of
the scalar potential (4.11) and the gravitino mass (5.1).
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Ka¨hler metrics Kαβ and coupling parameters Zαβ, µαβ, and Yαβγ.
In the previous section it was shown that the factorability of the closed string and D6-
brane displacement moduli in terms of shift-invariant axion polynomials and geometric
moduli can be extended to the expressions for the gravitino masses, which serve as order
parameters for flux-induced supersymmetry-breaking. Given the structure of the soft
terms it is very tempting to expose their factorable character by rewriting them in terms
of the shift-invariant axion polynomials and geometric moduli as well. To this end, we
consider the orientifold projection suited for the ISD flux vacua with closed string moduli
(T a, S, UΛ) and turn to their respective (contra-variant) F-terms depending linearly on
the axion polynomials as denoted in (5.18b). At this point it suffices to insert the F-term
expressions back into the soft terms (5.24) in order to relate the soft terms to the axion
polynomials. Nonetheless, these soft terms do not correspond to the physical parameters
as long as the kinetic terms for the open string states are not written in their canonical
form. To eliminate the closed string moduli dependence from the open string kinetic
terms, an appropriate field redefinition of the open string excitations is required. In case
the kinetic terms are all diagonal, i.e. Kαβ = Kαδαβ, such a field redefinition is rather
straighforward:
Oα → Oˆα = K1/2α Oα. (5.25)
By virtue of this field redefinition, the physical soft terms for the physical open string
excitations Oˆα reduce to a much simpler form:
m2α = (m
2
3/2 + V0)− eK
0
FmF n∂m∂n logKα,
Aˆαβγ = YˆαβγF
m
(
∂mK
0 + ∂m log Yαβγ − ∂m log(KαKβKγ)
)
, (5.26)
Bˆαβ = µˆαβ
[
eK
0/2Fm
(
∂mK
0 + ∂m log µαβ − ∂m log(KαKβ)
)−m3/2] ,
Mi =
1
2
(Im f−1)eK
0/2Fm∂m f,
where we now also included the soft gaugino masses and introduced the physical Yukawa
couplings and µ-terms:
Yˆαβγ =
Wˆ ∗
|Wˆ | e
K0 (KαKβKγ)
−1/2 Yαβγ, µˆαβ =
Wˆ ∗
|Wˆ | e
K0 (KαKβ)
−1/2 µαβ, (5.27)
apart from setting Zαβ = 0. In this setting the soft terms can be written quite elegantly
by using the factorisation in terms of geometric moduli and axion polynomials.
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Soft Masses
Focusing first on the soft masses m2α, we employ the results of the previous section to
rewrite them in a matrix notation:
m2α = e
K0%A
((
Π† n Π
)AB
+
1
8
ZAB − (M† קM)AB) %B (5.28)
where the Ka¨hler metric matrix ק
ק =

∂Ta∂T b logKα ∂Ta∂S logKα ∂Ta∂UΣ logKα ∂Ta∂Φjα logKα
∂S∂T b logKα ∂S∂S logKα ∂S∂UΣ logKα ∂S∂Φjα logKα
∂UΛ∂T b logKα ∂UΛ∂S logKα ∂UΛ∂UΣ logKα ∂UΛ∂Φjα logKα
∂
Φ
i
α
∂T b logKα ∂Φiα
∂S logKα ∂Φiα
∂UΣ logKα ∂Φiα
∂Φjα logKα
 , (5.29)
is introduced to capture the model-dependent14 contributions to the soft masses and
the matrix M collects all saxion-dependent terms appearing in the contra-variant F-
term vector (5.18b). For generic Calabi-Yau manifolds the explicit expressions for the
Ka¨hler metrics is beyond the scope of present-day computational technology, such that
the model-dependent contributions seem to remain unknown at first sight. Nevertheless,
closer inspection of the F-term expressions and the Ka¨hler metric matrix ק suggest that
it is sufficient to know the scaling behaviour of the Ka¨hler metrics Kα to fully determine
the model-dependent part of the soft masses. Let us clarify this bold statement by eval-
uating the soft masses in the CSD vacua represented by the constraints (4.36). In these
CSD vacua, supersymmetry is broken by the F-terms of the complex structure moduli,
i.e. (~FA)t =
(
0, 0, FUΛ , 0
)
, such that the model-dependent part of the soft terms reduces
to:
~%t ·MT קM · ~% = eK0|W0|2u?Λu?Σ∂u?Λ∂u?Σ logKα. (5.30)
Under the assumption that the Ka¨hler metrics on generic Calabi-Yau manifolds can be lo-
cally approximated by their counterparts on toroidal orbifolds discussed in appendix C, we
consider the Ka¨hler metrics Kα to be homogeneous functions of degree nα in the complex
structure moduli u?Λ. Hence, it follows straightforwardly that u?Λu?Σ∂u?Λ∂u?Σ logKα =
14The epithet “model-dependent” refers to the freedom of choice regarding the D6-brane configuration
once a Calabi-Yau orientifold background is chosen.
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−nα, which leads to a simple expression for the soft masses (5.28) in terms of the gravitino
mass:
m2α = m
2
3/2(1 + nα). (5.31)
To find the scaling dimension (or modular weight) nα for an open string state Oα we
further exploit the knowledge of Ka¨hler metrics for intersecting D6-branes on toroidal
orbifold compactifications. Similarly to the toroidal orbifold set-up, we distinguish two
different sectors based on the origin of the charged open string state:
(i) Vector-like/Non-chiral matter:
Whenever two supersymmetric D6-branes intersect on a continuous subspace along
the internal Calabi-Yau orientifold, their intersection number follows by computing
the Euler characteristic of the intersection space.15 Thus, in case of a codimen-
sion 5 intersection with topology S1 ' RP1, their intersection number is zero due
to the vanishing Euler characteristic. Yet the intersection of two such D6-branes
can provide for vector-like pairs of N = 1 chiral multiplets. To our knowledge a
systematic study of vector-like matter at intersecting D6-branes has not yet been
undertaken for generic Calabi-manifolds and the Ka¨hler metrics for such states are
therefore unknown. Though, we expect that the Ka¨hler metrics for vector-like mat-
ter can be modelled locally around the intersection locus by homogeneous functions
of the closed string moduli and that they exhibit the same scaling behaviour as
their counter-parts on toroidal orbifolds. Under this assumption, we can exploit the
structure of the Ka¨hler metric (C.10) for vector-like matter on toroidal orbifolds
and distinguish between two cases: the Ka¨hler metrics are homogeneous functions
of degree −1 in the complex structure moduli (thus with modular weight nα = −1),
in which case the vector-like matter states do not acquire soft masses. The other
option occurs for Ka¨hler metrics that are homogeneous of degree −1/2 in the com-
15When calculating the intersection number for two overlapping surfaces, one of the surfaces has to
be deformed along normal directions [44, 45]. Due to the special Lagrangian property of the cycles
considered in this paper, the normal deformations can be mapped to vector fields in the tangent bundle
of the intersection space by McLean’s theorem. The intersection number is then computed as the
number of simple zeros for non-vanishing sections of the tangent bundle, which is equal to the Euler
characteristic of the intersection space by the Poincare´-Hopf index theorem.
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plex structure moduli and −1/2 in the dilaton (with modular weight nα = −12), for
which the vector-like matter does acquire a soft mass m2α =
m2
3/2
2
.
(ii) Chiral Matter:
Two supersymmetric D6-branes can intersect in a single point of the internal space,
in which case a chiral N = 1 supermultiplet in the bifundamental representation
is supported at the codimension 6 intersection. Also for these chiral matter states
the Ka¨hler metrics on generic Calabi-Yau manifolds are unknown, but a modelli-
sation in terms of homogeneous functions depending on the closed string moduli is
undoubtedly possible around the intersection locus. As such, we expect the Ka¨hler
metrics for chiral matter states to exhibit to same scaling behaviour as their coun-
terparts (C.11) computed for toroidal orbifolds with modular weight nα = −34 . This
implies that the chiral matter states always acquire soft masses in CSD flux vacua
of the order m2α =
m2
3/2
4
.
Soft Terms in Type IIA non-SUSY Minkowski vacua with D6-branes
Soft masses m2α = m
2
3/2(1 + nα)
A-terms Aˆαβγ = Yˆαβγm3/2 (3 + nα + nβ + nγ)
B-terms Bˆαβ = µˆαβm3/2 (2 + nα + nβ)
Gaugino masses Mi = m3/2
Table 3: Summary of the soft terms in CSD vacua represented by the constraints (4.36).
A coefficient nα represents the modular weight (degree of the complex structure moduli
in the Ka¨hler metrics) for the open string excitation Oα.
A-terms, B-terms and Gaugino Masses
In type IIA compactifications, Yukawa or cubic interactions involving chiral matter states
arise from worldsheet instantons α′-corrections, which correspond to two-dimensional sur-
faces with boundaries along the intersecting three-cycles [46, 47]. The holomorphic char-
acter of the two-dimensional surfaces, with the topology of a disc, ensures that the cubic
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couplings contribute to the superpotential. The amplitude Yαβγ of the three-point cou-
pling in (5.21) is an exponential function depending on the surface area, which can be
expressed in terms of Ka¨hler moduli. The amplitude Yαβγ can also include holomorphic
couplings to the open string moduli encoding the D6-brane position and Wilson line, such
that H ∈ {T a,Φiα} for cubic interactions. The fact that the complex structure moduli
do not enter in the holomorphic piece of the Yukawa interactions has immediate conse-
quences for the flux-induced A-terms in (5.26), which can be similarly written in matrix
notation by virtue of the matrix M:
Aˆαβγ = −iYˆαβγ
(
∂ ~HK
0 t + ~Zt
) ·M · ~ρ, (5.32)
allowing to expose the dependence on the axion polynomials. In this expression we dis-
tinguish between a model-independent contribution presented by the vector ∂ ~HK
0 t ≡(
∂TaK
0, ∂SK
0, ∂UΛK
0, ∂ΦiαK
0
)
and a model-dependent contribution in terms of the vec-
tor ~Z:
~Z =

∂Ta log Yαβγ − ∂Ta log(KαKβKγ)
∂S log Yαβγ − ∂S log(KαKβKγ)
∂UΛ log Yαβγ − ∂UΛ log(KαKβKγ)
∂Φiα log Yαβγ − ∂Φiα log(KαKβKγ)
 . (5.33)
The structure of the vector ~Z implies that it is sufficient to know the functional dependence
of the Yukawa-coupling Yαβγ on the hidden sector moduli H and the modular weights of
the Ka¨hler metrics to determine the model-dependent contribution to the A-terms. Once
again such a strong statement can be best clarified with the CSD vacua (4.36) as an
example. In these N = 0 vacua with F-term vector (~FA)t = (0, 0, FUΛ , 0), there are only
contributions from the complex structure moduli sector to the A-terms:
Aˆαβγ = Yˆαβγ
(
∂u?Λ G˜Q
G˜Q −
1
2
∂u?Λ log Yαβγ +
1
2
∂u?Λ log(KαKβKγ)
)
eK0/2 2
3
K%˜u?Λ
= Yˆαβγm3/2 (3 + nα + nβ + nγ) .
(5.34)
To arrive at the last step, we used that G˜Q is a homogeneous function of degree 3/2 in the
complex structure moduli, that the Ka¨hler metrics Kα are also homogeneous functions
of degree nα in the complex structure moduli, and that holomorphic Yukawa couplings
generated by worldsheet instantons do not depend on the complex structure moduli.
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In a similar fashion quadratic couplings in the superpotential (5.21) might result from
worldsheet instantons [5], and these will again be independent from the complex structure
moduli. In non-supersymmetric vacua the quadratic couplings give rise to physical B-
terms, which can be decomposed in model-independent and model-dependent pieces:
Bˆαβ = µˆαβ
[
−i
(
∂ ~HK
0 t + ~it
)
·M · ~ρ−m3/2
]
, (5.35)
where the only model-dependent contribution is encoded in the vector ~i:
~i =

∂Ta log µαβ − ∂Ta log(KαKβ)
∂S log µαβ − ∂S log(KαKβ)
∂UΛ log µαβ − ∂UΛ log(KαKβ)
∂Φiα log µαβ − ∂Φiα log(KαKβ)
 . (5.36)
Also in this case, the knowledge about the modular weights of the Ka¨hler metrics and
the functional dependence of the coupling µαβ on the closed string moduli, i.e. log µαβ
is a homogeneous function of degree 0, are sufficient to determine the physical B-terms.
Using the CSD vacua (4.36) as an explicit example, we obtain the following expressions:
Bˆαβ = µˆαβ
(
∂u?Λ G˜Q
G˜Q −
1
2
∂u?Λ log µαβ +
1
2
∂u?Λ log(KαKβ)
)
eK0/2 2
3
K%˜ u?Λ − µˆαβm3/2
= µˆαβm3/2 (2 + nα + nβ) .
(5.37)
In order for worldsheet instantons to contribute to the superpotential, the associated
quadratic and cubic couplings of open string states in the superpotential (5.21) have
to form singlets under the full gauge group supported by the D6-branes. In case this
field theory selection rule is violated for massive Abelian gauge groups by a coupling,
it will not result from a worldsheet instanton, but there exist a completely different
set of non-perturbative corrections that can generate such couplings, namely D-brane
instantons [48–51]. These Euclidean D2-branes wrap completely along internal special
Lagrangian three-cycles and are non-perturbative in the string coupling. Furthermore,
the amplitude of a D-brane instanton correction depends holomorphically on complex
structure moduli. In that case, the functional dependence of the D-brane instanton will
provide for an additional model-dependent contribution to the A-terms and B-terms.16
16In principle both quadratic and cubic couplings in the superpotential can arise from D-brane instantons
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Last but not least, also gaugino masses are expected to arise from spontaneous supersym-
metry-breaking in the moduli sector with non-vanishing F-terms. In order to compute
these gaugino mass, the functional dependence of the holomorphic gauge kinetic function
is indispensable. The gauge kinetic functions fα for gauge theories on D6-branes follow
directly from the dimensional reduction of the D-brane Chern-Simons and Dirac-Born-
Infeld action [10, 11]. For a D6-brane wrapping a three-cycle Πα, the (tree-level) gauge
kinetic function fα is a linear, holomorphic function of the dilaton and/or the complex
structure moduli:17
fα = cαS? +
∑
Λ
dΛαU?Λ, (5.39)
where the integers cα and d
Λ
α encode information about the three-cycle geometry. To
arrive at the gaugino masses, we first rewrite their expression in matrix form by virtue of
the F-term factorisation (5.18b):
Mα =
1
2
eK
0/2Im (fα
−1)(∂ ~Hfα)
t ·M · ~%, (5.40)
where we introduced the vector (∂ ~Hfα)
t =
(
∂Tafα, ∂Sfα, ∂UΛfα, ∂Φiαfα
)
as a shorthand
notation. The linear dependence on the complex structure moduli in (5.39) is sufficient
knowledge to determine the gaugino masses in a supersymmetry-breaking vacua. Evalu-
ating the gaugino masses for D6-branes with cα = 0 in the CSD vacua (4.36), for instance,
leads to the familiar expression:
Mα =
1
2 Im (fα)
∑
Λ
dΛαu?Λ
2
3
K%˜eK0/2 = m3/2, (5.41)
and subsequently give rise to B-terms and A-terms that differ from (5.37) and (5.34) respectively. More
precisely, due to the exponential structure of such instanton amplitudes one can immediately deduce
that logµαβ and log Yαβγ are homogeneous functions of degree 1 in the complex structure moduli (when
poly-instanton corrections are neglected), such that the respective B-terms and A-terms take the form:
Bˆαβ = µˆαβm3/2 (2 + nα + nβ − logµαβ) ,
Aˆαβγ = Yˆαβγm3/2 (3 + nα + nβ + nγ − log Yαβγ) ,
(5.38)
and acquire a moduli-dependent contribution.
17The tree-level expression for the gauge coupling follows directly from the dimensional reduction of the
DBI-action. However, such a KK reduction does not offer a fully holomorphic expression for the gauge
kinetic function in the presence of open string D-brane moduli. Only one-loop corrections to the gauge
kinetic functions [52] allow for a proper holomorphic gauge kinetic function, depending on the redefined
complex structure moduli. Such a computation goes beyond the scope of this paper.
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that equates the gaugino mass and the gravitino mass.
A summary of the soft terms in CSD vacua is offered by table 3. Our results generalise
previous results in the literature, in the sense that they also apply to vacua with open
string moduli. Indeed, typical soft-term scenarios in type IIB ISD flux vacua correspond
to spontaneously broken supersymmetry with non-vanishing F-terms in the Ka¨hler moduli
sector [19–21], which corresponds via mirror symmetry to non-vanishing F-terms in the
complex structure moduli sector for Type IIA ISD flux vacua. We find that CSD vacua
have the same structure of contravariant F-terms as ISD flux vacua. Therefore, upon
assuming that the chiral fields Ka¨hler metrics are homogeneous polynomials, we obtain a
similar soft term structure. Modelling the Ka¨hler metrics for the chiral open string states
as homogeneous polynomials in the geometric moduli is mostly inspired by the known
results for toroidal models as summarised in appendix C, yet it has been adopted as a
standard practice in the literature [22–24] to parameterise the Ka¨hler metrics for generic
Calabi-Yau manifolds. Here, we fully exploit the scaling behaviour of the Ka¨hler metrics
to simplify the model-dependent contributions to the soft terms as much as possible.
6 Validity of the Type IIA Flux Landscape
The previous sections have been devoted to deriving the vacuum structure, spontaneous
supersymmetry-breaking and soft terms for perturbative flux vacua in terms of the shift-
invariant axion polynomials. A hidden premise behind this approach is the consideration
that the low-energy effective description for flux compactifications (with D6-branes) is
captured by a four-dimensional N = 1 supergravity theory. To asses the validity of the
premise and guarantee the overall consistency of a flux compactification (with D6-branes),
one has to determine the geometric scales at which distinct particle states acquire their
mass and argue for an adequate separation of scales.
The first geometric scale to determine in terms of the compactification data is the
string mass scale, which follows upon comparison between the Einstein-Hilbert action
and the four-dimensional effective field theory arising from the dimensional reduction
of the ten-dimensional type IIA supergravity action. More precisely, we start from the
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kinetic terms for the massless bosonic type IIA string states in the string frame:
S = − 1
2κ210
∫
e−2φ
[
R ?10 1− 4dφ ∧ ?10dφ+ 1
2
H3 ∧ ?H3
]
− 1
8κ210
∫ 5∑
p=0
G2p ∧ ?10G2p,
(6.1)
where R corresponds to the ten-dimensional Ricci scalar, H3 to the NS 3-form field
strength and G2p to the RR-form field strengths as introduced in section 3. The conversion
to the Einstein frame requires a rescaling of the ten-dimensional metric, i.e. G(10) →
G
(10)
E = e
(φ−φ0)/2G(10), while an overall rescaling of the four-dimensional metric in the
form g
(4)
E → V
0
E
VE g
(4)
E sneaks into the six-dimensional volume-dependence of the string mass
scale:
M2string =
g2s
4pi
M2Pl
V0E
. (6.2)
In this expression the string coupling constant gs = e
φ0 is related to the vev of the ten-
dimensional dilaton and V0E corresponds to the (dimensionless) volume of the Calabi-Yau
orientifold evaluated at the vacuum for the geometric moduli in the Einstein frame.
In the presence of background fluxes along the internal dimension a perturbative po-
tential (3.42) for the geometric moduli and axions arises upon the dimensional reduction
of the ten-dimensional supergravity action (6.1) to four dimensions. This scalar potential
matches precisely the F-term scalar potential from the N = 1 supergravity analysis with
the Ka¨hler potentials given by (2.4) and (2.9) and the superpotential by (3.9) for the
pure closed string sector. As we reviewed in previous sections, the inclusion of (mobile)
D6-branes into the compactification can be easily mediated through a redefinition of the
complex structure moduli whose Ka¨hler potential is subsequently given by (2.20), while
the superpotential is extended by the bilinear term (4.1). This supergravity analysis is
valid for small string coupling and large internal volume, for which the string mass scale
obviously lies below the Planck mass scale. As a second criterion for the validity of the
supergravity analysis one has to ensure that the tower of massive Kaluza-Klein states
decouples from the massless KK-modes, such that the effective field theory below the
KK-scale consists purely of the (massless) N = 1 chiral multiplets containing the Ka¨hler
moduli, complex structure moduli and open string moduli (as well as other massless open
string excitations). Strictly speaking, it is unknown how to determine the KK mass scale
for compactifications on generic Calabi-Yau manifolds, yet an adequate approximation
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follows [53] from toroidal compactifications with characteristic radius size R = Rs`s. If
we use the dimensionless radius Rs as a proxy for the internal volume V0s , i.e. V0s = (2piRs)6
expressed in the string frame, we find a Kaluza-Klein mass scale of the order
MKK ∼ 2pi Mstring
(V0s )1/6
∼ gs
√
piMPl
(V0E)2/3
. (6.3)
Thus, the N = 1 supergravity analysis represents the effective field theory description of
four-dimensional type IIA compactifications for energy scales below the KK-mass scale,
and other mass generating effects should yield masses below this scale. For instance, the
moduli masses induced by perturbative NS-fluxes take the following form,
Mmod ∼ Nflux
4pi
Mstring√V0E ∼ Nflux4pi gsMPlV0E , (6.4)
and lie below the KK-scale for large internal volumes V0s > 1. This scaling of the moduli
masses in perturbative type IIA flux vacua can be obtained following the same reasoning
as in [53]: the rescaling of the ten-dimensional metric considered above allows to express
all relevant quantities, such as the Ka¨hler potential and superpotential, in the Einstein
frame, after which the scaling with the internal volume can be deduced for the physical
moduli masses in the vacuum configuration.
For closed string ISD flux vacua and the CSD vacua in (4.36), supersymmetry is spon-
taneously broken in the complex structure moduli sector and a non-vanishing gravitino
mass is induced:
m3/2 = m3/2 ∼ gs|W0|MstringV0E
∼ g2s |W0|
MPl
(V0E)3/2
, (6.5)
where W0 = `sW0 is dimensionless. This gravitino mass clearly lies below the KK mass
scale for large internal volumes. Moreover, as we have shown in the previous section and
summarised in table 3, all soft terms in such vacua are proportional to the gravitino mass,
such that also the soft masses for the chiral open string excitations lie below the KK-scale.
Hence, N = 0 Minkowski vacua with (partly) stabilised moduli through perturbative
background fluxes easily satisfy the na¨ıve mass hierarchy that is required to justify a
Wilsonian effective field theory approach. Furthermore, in the supergravity limit one can
also argue from the ten-dimensional equations of motion that the ten-dimensional dilaton
is bounded from above, such that the perturbative type IIA flux vacua with non-vanishing
Romans mass are inherently weakly coupled in the string coupling [54].
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A more profound worry about the validity of type IIA flux vacua with Romans mass
m 6= 0 concerns [55] their proper existence as solutions of ten-dimensional supergravity.
In first instance, it is not a priori clear whether a Calabi-Yau manifold can be considered
a proper compactification background in the presence of internal fluxes. In the case
of type IIA ISD flux vacua this worry seems unfounded, as we expect the fluxes to be
diluted at large volume such that warping or other back-reaction effects on the Calabi-
Yau metric can be neglected to first order, similarly to the mirror dual ISD flux vacua
in type IIB. The supersymmetric AdS vacua on the other hand require a more careful
treatment to ensure that they are genuine N = 1 supersymmetric backgrounds with an
SU(3) structure. To solve the ten-dimensional equations of motion for Minkowski or
Anti-de Sitter compactifications it suffices [56] to solve for the supersymmetry variations
of the dilatini and gravitini, alongside the Bianchi identities for the RR- and NS-field
strengths. By virtue of the pure spinor formulation of generalized complex geometry one
can then show that supersymmetric AdS vacua solve the supersymmetry variations with
a constant dilaton and form a special subclass of the Lu¨st-Tsimpis AdS vacua [56,57].
Secondly, to obtain a full-fledged 10d supergravity solution also the Bianchi identities
have to be satisfied in the presence of sources. In the case of the RR two-form flux G2
solving the Bianchi identity might be more involved due to the presence of sources: the
NS-three-form acts as a magnetic source for G2 in the presence of a non-vanishing Romans
mass. Apart from background fluxes the Bianchi identity for G2 one also has to take into
account the RR-charges of the D6-branes and O6-planes, as presented in equation (B.1).
As the smooth H-flux distribution cannot be cancelled against the localized charges of the
O6-planes, it is impossible to solve this Bianchi identity for a two-form flux G2 consisting
only of a harmonic and exact component.18 Adding D6-branes to the mix can help to
alleviate the RR tadpoles along the internal directions, but do not help to mediate the
non-closedness of the G2-flux. In order to see how the addition of mobile D6-branes
18In the literature smeared O6-planes were proposed [58] as a solution to solve the Bianchi identities for
the RR two-form flux. However, it is not a priori clear [59] that smearing O-planes offers consistent ap-
proximate solutions to the string theory equations with localised O-planes. Fortunately, solutions with
localised O6-planes do exist in massive type IIA supergravity [60], such that the search for consistent,
global type IIA vacua with fluxes, O-planes and D-branes is a well-defined scientific problem.
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alters the type IIA compactifications with ISD fluxes, we included them in section 4 and
observed that they give rise to N = 0 CSD vacua, with physically observable features such
as a gravitino mass and soft masses. The similarities between the pure ISD flux vacua and
the CSD vacua invite to add mobile D6-branes to the known supersymmetric AdS vacua
and search for full-fledged 10d supergravity solutions on Calabi-Yau orientifold or more
generic SU(3) × SU(3) structure backgrounds, such that the supersymmetry variations
for the dilatini and gravitini still vanish in the modified vacuum structure with D6-branes.
7 Conclusions
This paper offers a novel perspective on perturbative type IIA flux vacua with (partly) sta-
bilised moduli and their physical properties at the level of four-dimensional N = 1 super-
gravity. These four-dimensional vacua correspond to local minima of the four-dimensional
scalar potential arising from the dimensional reduction of the tree-level ten-dimensional
IIA supergravity action on Calabi-Yau orientifolds with background RR-fluxes, NS-fluxes
and D6-branes. Earlier studies of this scalar potential revealed its very simple structure
consisting of a symmetric matrix depending solely on the geometric moduli and acting
as a metric on the space of axion polynomials. These axion polynomials capture the
axionic partners together with the flux quanta into shift-invariant combinations whose
precise shapes are intimately connected to Freed-Witten anomaly cancelation. This bi-
linear structure of the scalar potential in terms of the axion polynomials even persists
in the presence of D6-branes accompanied with displacements moduli, referred to as mo-
bile D6-branes in this paper, albeit with the proper addition of open string moduli and
axions. Similarly, the shape of the open string axion polynomials can be related to the
Hanany-Witten effect.
At large volume the four-dimensional scalar potential can equally be obtained from the
F-term scalar potential of an N = 1 supergravity coupled to chiral multiplets consisting
of Ka¨hler moduli, complex structure moduli and open string moduli. The background
fluxes yield a perturbative superpotential for the closed and open string moduli, such
that its form can be expressed as a linear function of the axion polynomials with saxion-
dependent coefficients. It is precisely the complete factorisation of the superpotential in
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terms of geometric moduli and axion polynomials that lies at the heart of our search for
vacuum configurations of the four-dimensional N = 1 supergravity. By solving the F-
terms in terms of the axion polynomials we are able to recover the N = 1 supersymmetric
AdS vacua and the N = 0 Minkowski vacua with ISD fluxes for purely closed string
compactifications.
In the presence of mobile D6-branes, the search for (local) minima of the scalar po-
tential appears at first sight to be much more energy-consuming, as the mixing between
closed and open string moduli provides for an extra level of complexity. However, the lan-
guage of axion polynomials allows to treat these cases in the same way as the pure closed
string vacua. More precisely, when generalising the ISD flux set-up by adding D6-branes
one can still take advantage of the no-scale symmetry in the complex structure moduli
sector to rewrite the scalar potential as a positive semidefinite function, under mild as-
sumptions about the functional dependence of the Ka¨hler potential on closed and open
string moduli. This positive semidefinite scalar potential has a local N = 0 Minkowski
minimum, in which the F-terms for the dilaton, Ka¨hler moduli and open string moduli
satisfy relations that are weaker than the ISD case. Yet, to expose which sectors break
supersymmetry spontaneously, it suffices to look at the contra-variant F-terms in the
complex structure moduli sector, which are the only non-vanishing ones for these vacuum
configurations and thereby earned them the name complex structure dominated (CSD)
vacua. Alternatively, these CSD vacua can also be derived by exploiting the bilinear
structure of the open-closed string scalar potential, in which case the vacuum conditions
are formulated in terms of the axion polynomials. Once again, the elegant language of
the axion polynomials allows to expose the equivalence between the F-term conditions
and the axion polynomial vacuum conditions.
Determining the on-shell F-terms is a necessary step to understand whether a four-
dimensional vacuum preserves supersymmetry or not. To assess physically whether su-
persymmetry is spontaneously broken in the vacuum, it suffices to evaluate the (effective)
gravitino mass on-shell. A simple method to do precisely that takes advantage of the
off-shell expression for the gravitino mass, which exhibits a bilinear form in the axion
polynomials, similarly to the scalar potential. This factorisation in terms of geometric
moduli and axion polynomials can also be extended to the soft terms for massless open
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string excitations located at the intersections of two distinguishable D6-branes. These
soft-terms, resulting from the background fluxes through gravity mediation, also take on
a (bi)linear expression in terms of the axion polynomials. Hence, this implies that grav-
itino masses and soft terms are universal for flux vacua that are related through each
other by the axion shift symmetries, which is displayed explicitly in terms of the axion
polynomials. Here, we have extended the analysis for the soft terms to the CSD vacua, yet
their on-shell values exhibit similar scalings with the gravitino mass as the well-studied
ISD flux vacua. This similarity suggests a universal pattern for the soft terms in vacua
with complex structure dominated supersymmetry breaking.
A proper look at the ISD flux vacua and the CSD vacua shows that only part of the
moduli is stabilised. The no-scale property in the complex structure moduli sector implies
that they remain flat directions in this type of vacua. Hence, additional stabilising effects
have to be introduced in the compactification to obtain a stable vacuum configuration. In
first instance, one may take into account the α′ corrections in the Ka¨hler moduli sector,
which allow to look for vacua in the moduli space regions where the internal volume is only
moderately large. Subsequently, one could also take into account various non-perturbative
contributions to the superpotential (and Ka¨hler potential), such as worldsheet instantons
and D-brane instantons, which would however manifestly break the bilinear description
in terms of the axion polynomials. It would be illuminating to develop a formalism that
combines the perturbative and non-perturbative contributions to the superpotential and
allows for elegant methods to determine the vacua of the compactification, in a similar
fashion as we explained here for the axion polynomial language.
It would also be interesting to extend our results to include more general classes of type
IIA flux vacua. On the one hand one could consider flux compactifications on non-Calabi-
Yau geometries [16,37,61–70]. On the other hand one may consider compactification with
more general open string sectors, like models containing coisotropic D8-branes [71–74]. In
particular, it would be interesting to see if one can generalise the CSD vacua of section 4.2
to any of these cases, and then compute the corresponding spectrum of soft terms. Since
we have addressed the latter from a 4d effective theory approach, it would be important
to develop a microscopic picture of the generation of such soft terms, equivalent to the
microscopic computations made in the context of type IIB/F-theory flux backgrounds
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[20, 37, 75–83]. One may then compare such soft terms with the results of table 3, and
use this to either confirm or correct our Ansatz for the Ka¨hler metrics of the chiral open
string modes. It would also be interesting to explore the implications of our findings for the
phenomenological applications of type IIA flux vacua like, e.g., revisit the cosmological
scenarios in [84, 85]. In any event, we expect that our results help to achieve a wider
understanding of type IIA compactifications with fluxes and D-branes and, eventually, a
better overview of the landscape of flux vacua.
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A Ka¨hler Potentials in Type IIA CY orientifolds
A.1 Ka¨hler Potentials and Moduli Space Metrics
Type IIA compactifications on Calabi-Yau orientifolds naturally come with moduli spaces
parameterised by Ka¨hler moduli and complex structure moduli. The moduli spaces inherit
a Ka¨hler geometry from the N = 2 compactifications on the Calabi-Yau manifolds before
orientifolding, with the Ka¨hler metric given by the second order derivative of the Ka¨hler
potential:
K = KT +KQ = − log(GTG2Q). (A.1)
The product G = GTG2Q is a homogeneous function of degree seven in the geometric moduli
ψA ∈ {ta, nK , uΛ} of the closed string sector:
ψA∂AG =
(
ta∂ta + n
K∂nK + uΛ∂uΛ
)G = 7G, (A.2)
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indicating that the moduli form homogeneous coordinates on the moduli space subject to
the scaling transformations,
ta → λ ta, nK → λ˜ nK , uΛ → λ˜uΛ. (A.3)
In the absence of D6-branes the moduli space corresponds to the direct product of the
Ka¨hler and complex structure moduli space, which allows for an independent scaling
transformation on both sectors with λ 6= λ˜ ∈ C. In the presence of D6-branes wrapping
SLag three-cycles Πα with b
1(Πα) 6= 0, a redefinition of the complex structure moduli
induces a mixing between all closed and open string moduli, as discussed in section 2,
such that the scaling symmetries acting on the Ka¨hler and complex structure moduli are
identified λ = λ˜. Nonetheless, G is still a homogeneous function of degree seven in terms
of the geometric moduli ψA ∈ {ta, nK , uΛ, φiα}. From these homogeneous functions the
Ka¨hler metric can be determined straightforwardly,
KA = − 1
2i
∂AG
G , (A.4)
KAB = −
1
4
(
∂A∂BG
G −
∂AG∂BG
G2
)
. (A.5)
The homogeneous property of the function G (A.2) implies some additional relations, such
as
KABKB = −2iψA, (A.6)
and the no-scale relation,
KABKAKB = 7, (A.7)
and also allows to extract a simple relation for the inverse metric,
KAB =
2
3
ψAψB − 4GGAB, (A.8)
with GAB the inverse of ∂A∂BG.
A.2 Ka¨hler metrics with mobile D6-branes
Let us now specify these relations in the presence of n D6-branes wrapping SLag three-
cycles Πα∈{1,...,n} and the symplectic basis choice with {NK}K 6=0 = 0, as considered in
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sections 3 and 4, such that the Ka¨hler potential for the type IIA orientifold compactifi-
cation reads:
KT = − log
(
4
3
Kabctatbtc
)
, (A.9)
KQ = − log
[
s+
1
2
taH0αa
]
− 2 log
[
G˜Q
(
uΛ +
1
2
taHαΛ a
)]
. (A.10)
To obtain analytic relations for the metric, we will further assume that the functions HKαa
and HKαΛ a depend only on the geometric moduli {ta, φib}. Such a functional dependence is
characteristic for toroidal backgrounds, but is also expected to be a good approximation
in the large volume and large complex structure regions of the moduli space for more
generic Calabi-Yau manifolds. Under this assumption the first order derivatives of the
Ka¨hler potential are given by
KS =
i
2s+taH0αa
, KUΛ = i
1
G˜Q∂uΛG˜Q,
KTa =
3iKabctbtc
2K +
i
4s+2tbH0α b
∂ta(t
cH0α c) +
i
2G˜Q∂uΛ(G˜Q)∂ta(t
cHαΛ c),
KΦiα =
i
4s+2tbH0α b
∂φiα(t
aH0αa) +
i
2G˜Q∂uΛ(G˜Q)∂φiα(t
aHαΛ a).
(A.11)
Upon introducing the row vectors
H0T =
(
1
2
∂ta(t
cH0α c)
)
, HΛT =
(
1
2
∂ta(t
cHαΛ c)
)
, (A.12)
H0Φ =
(
1
2
∂φiα(t
cH0α c)
)
, HΛ Φ =
(
1
2
∂φiα(t
cHαΛ c)
)
, (A.13)
and the matrices
K
SˆSˆ
=
1
(2sˆ+ taH0αa)
2 , (A.14)
K
UˆΛUˆM
=
1
2
(
∂uˆΛG˜Q∂uˆM G˜Q
G˜2Q
− ∂uˆΛ∂uˆM G˜QG˜Q
)
, (A.15)
Ξ
TaT
b = −3
2
(Kab
K −
3
2
KaKb
K2
)
+
i
4
KSˆ ∂ta∂tb(t
cH0α c)
+
i
4
KUˆΛ ∂ta∂tb(t
cHαΛ c), (A.16)
Ξ
TaΦ
j
β
=
i
4
KSˆ ∂ta∂φjβ
(tcH0α c) +
i
4
KUˆΛ ∂ta∂φjβ
(tcHαΛ c), (A.17)
Ξ
ΦjαΦ
j
β
=
i
4
KSˆ ∂φiα∂φjβ
(tcH0α c) +
i
4
KUˆΛ ∂φiα∂φjβ
(tcHαΛ c), (A.18)
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the Ka¨hler metric KAB on the full moduli space can be written in an elegant way:
KAB =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
(H0T )
t (HΛT )
t 1 0
(H0Φ)
t (HΛ Φ)
t 0 1


K
SˆSˆ
0 0 0
0 K
UˆΛUˆM
0 0
0 0 Ξ
TaT
b Ξ
TaΦ
j
β
0 0 Ξ
ΦiαT
b Ξ
ΦjαΦ
j
β


1 0 H0T H
0
Φ
0 1 HΛT HΛ Φ
0 0 1 0
0 0 1
 .
(A.19)
From this expression we can straightforwardly determine the inverse Ka¨hler metric KAB:
KAB =

1 0 −H0T −H0Φ
0 1 −HΛT −HΛ Φ
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


K−1
SˆSˆ
0 0 0
0 K−1
UˆΛUˆM
0 0
0 0
Ξ−1
0 0


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
−(H0T )t −(HΛT )t 1 0
−(H0Φ)t −(HΛ Φ)t 0 1
 ,
(A.20)
where Ξ−1 denotes the inverse of the matrix with entries Ξ
TaT
b , Ξ
TaΦ
j
β
, Ξ
ΦiαT
b and Ξ
ΦiαΦ
j
β
.
B Superpotentials with mobile D6-branes
When considering orientifold compactifications with D6-branes and their orientifold im-
ages, one has to be aware that their RR-charges act as magnetic sources for the field
strength G2, such that the Bianchi identities (3.1) have to be modified accordingly:
`2s (dG2 −mH3) = −
∑
α
Nα
[
δ3(Π0α) + δ
3(RΠ0α)
]
+ 4δ3(ΠO6), (B.1)
where the right-hand side considers the bump-like delta-function currents sourced by the
D6-branes wrapping reference three-cycles Π0α their respective orientifold imagesRΠ0α, and
the O6-planes. The field strength G2 is globally well-defined upon imposing the modified
RR tadpole cancellation conditions in the presence of NS 3-form flux and Romans mass
m: ∑
α
Nα([Π
0
α] + [RΠ0α])− 4[ΠO6]−m[ΠH3 ] = 0, (B.2)
where [ΠH3 ] corresponds to the Poincare´-dual three-cycle of the NS-flux H3. Note that
in the absence of H3-flux, the RR tadpole condition implies the existence of a four-chain
C04 connecting the D6-branes and their orientifold images to the O6-planes, i.e. ∂C04 =∑
αNα (Π
0
α +RΠ0α)− 4ΠO6.
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The Lagrangian condition (2.11) also has to be modified in the presence of worldvolume
fluxes including the U(1) field strength F = dA:
Jc
∣∣
Πα
− `
2
s
2pi
F = 0. (B.3)
In regions of the closed string moduli space where this condition is violated, a non-
vanishing contribution to the superpotential arises that is capable of breaking the N = 1
supersymmetry in four dimensions,
∆W =
1
`5s
∫
Cα4
(
Jc − `
2
s
2pi
F˜α
)
∧
(
Jc − `
2
s
2pi
F˜α
)
, (B.4)
where the four-chain Cα4 connects a three-cycle Πα that is a homotopic deformation of the
reference three-cycle Π0α, in line with the philosophy of section 2. The field strength F˜α is
the extension of the D6-brane worldvolume field strength to the four-chain. Microscopi-
cally, there exist two separate effects that yield a non-vanishing superpotential ∆W as a
function of the open string moduli associated to the three-cycle deformations. The first
effects comes from turning on a worldvolume flux:
`2s
2pi
Fα =
`2s
2pi
dAα + n
α
Fi ρ
i, nαFi ∈ Z, (B.5)
such that the evaluation of (B.4) leads to a superpotential containing a linear term in the
open string moduli:
`s∆W
(1) = nαFiΦ
i
α. (B.6)
A second contribution is due to the backreaction on the closed string fluxes following
the homotopic deformation of a SLag three-cycle Π0α → Πα. More precisely, after the
deformation the backreacted RR-fluxes G = G0 + qα∆αG can be decomposed into a
component G0 that satisfies the Bianchi identities in the reference configuration (with
vanishing worldvolume flux)
`2sdHG
0 = −
(∑
α
Nα
(
δ3(Π0α) + δ
3(RΠ0α)
)− 4δ3(ΠO6)) ∧ eB, (B.7)
and a component ∆αG capturing the change in fluxes under the deformation:
`2sdH∆αG
0 = Nαδ
3(Π0α) ∧ eB −Nαδ3(Πα) ∧ eB−
`2s
2pi
F . (B.8)
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B.1 Open-Closed Superpotentials
In the absence of H3-flux, both of these equations can be solved [14] in terms of bump
delta-functions associated with the appropriate four-chains:
G0 = − 1
`s
δ2(C04) ∧ eB, ∆αG = −
1
`s
δ2(Cα4 ) ∧ eB−
`2s
2pi
F . (B.9)
The four-chain C04 has been introduced above for the reference configuration, while the
second four-chain Cα4 connects the deformed three-cycle and reference three-cycle such
that the delta-function satisfies `sd δ
2(Cα4 ) = Nαδ3(Πα)−Nαδ3(Π0α). In the reference con-
figuration the polyforms e−B ∧G0 still allow to define quantised Page charges, but the
harmonic pieces of G0 are tied to their co-exact components resulting from the presence
of localised sources. Similarly, the back-reacted polyforms e−B ∧ G ought to allow for
the definition of conserved Page charges upon deformation, which implies that the har-
monic parts of ∆αG are completely determined by their co-exact piece. The presence
of a harmonic component for ∆αG2 can give rise to a superpotential contribution ∆W
involving open string moduli. To see how this precisely happens, we follow the same logic
as in [35,86] and consider the integral of ∆αG2 wedged with the closed four-form J ∧ ω2:∫
M6
∆αG2 ∧ J ∧ ω2 =
∫
Cα4
J ∧ ω2, (B.10)
which is non-vanishing for a harmonic two-form ω2. For an infinitesimal deformation X
of the SLag three-cycle as in section 2, the chain integral reduces to an integral over the
three-cycle, ∫
C4
J ∧ ω2 =
∫
Πα
ιXJ ∧ ω2, (B.11)
which implies the existence of a non-trivial two-cycle in H2(Πα,Z), Poincare´ dual to the
one-form ιXJ , for non-vanishing values. By using the more appropriate basis of one-
forms ζ i from section 2, the condition can be written out more explicitly through the
D6-brane displacement parameters nαai,
nαai =
1
`3s
∫
Πα
ωa ∧ ζi ∈ Z. (B.12)
If at least one of the parameters nαai 6= 0, the evaluation of (B.4) gives rise to a superpo-
tential consisting of a bilinear term mixing open string moduli and Ka¨hler moduli:
`s∆W
(2) = −nαaiΦiαT a. (B.13)
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Consequently, the most generic four-dimensional effective superpotential for type IIA
flux compactifications with (non-rigid) D6-branes includes an additional supersymmetry-
breaking term mixing open string moduli and Ka¨hler moduli as in equation (4.1). In
this expression, W 0D6 denotes the constant contribution to the D6-brane superpotential
evaluated for the reference three-cycles Π0α:
W 0D6 =
1
2`5s
∫
C04
(
Jc − `
2
s
2pi
F˜α
)
∧
(
Jc − `
2
s
2pi
F˜α
)
, (B.14)
in the absence of H-flux.
B.2 Superpotentials and Redefined Complex Structure Moduli
For flux compactifications with non-vanishing H3-flux, the Bianchi identities (B.7) and
RR tadpole conditions (B.2) no longer imply the existence of a four-chain C04 connecting
the full set of D6-branes and O6-planes for the reference configuration. Instead the so-
lutions (B.9) of the Bianchi identities have to be adjusted appropriately, as derived for
the first time in Appendix B.1 of [14]. Here, we review and extend the reasoning that
led to eq.(B.11) there, which allowed to deduce the expression for the redefined complex
structure moduli NK in term of the open string moduli. More precisely, we extend this
result in the sense that we consider both kinds of complex structure moduli (NK , UΛ)
considered in the type IIA orientifold literature.
Following [14] we first consider the type IIA flux superpotential
− iW = 1
`6s
∫
M6
e−φRe Ω3 ∧H − iG ∧ eiJ (B.15)
which is manifestly gauge invariant and globally well-defined. Then one can split the RR
flux background G into two pieces
G = G0 +
∑
α
∆αG (B.16)
with G0 satisfying the Bianchi identities and quantisations conditions for the reference
configuration, and ∆αG representing the change in G as we replace the D6-brane at Π
0
α
with the one at Πα. We find that
G0 = −j0 −H ∧ C3 + eB ∧ G¯ + . . . (B.17)
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and
∆αG ' 1
`2s
δ(Πα) ∧
(
σA− 1
2
σ2A ∧ F
)
∧ eB − 1
`s
δ(Cα4 ) ∧
(
eB −$4
)
(B.18)
where Cα4 is a four-chain such that ∂Cα4 = Πα−Π0α, and $4 is the co-exact form such that
d$4 = H ∧B. Replacing this into (B.15) one obtains
W =
1
`6s
∫
M6
Ωc ∧H + G¯ ∧ eJc + 2
`4s
∫
Πα
σA ∧ (Jc − σF )− 1
`5s
∫
Cα4
J2c −$4 +W0 . (B.19)
From this last expression one can extract the closed and open-string moduli dependence
of the superpotential. We are mainly interested in the terms proportional to the H-flux
quanta, which are defined by
H = hKβ
K + hΛαΛ . (B.20)
Then we have that the first piece of (B.19) contributes as
1
`6s
∫
M6
Ωc ∧H = hKNK? + hΛU?Λ . (B.21)
To evaluate the remaining dependence on the H-flux quanta we split the B-field on the
four-chain Cα4 as
B|Cα4 = baωa + B˜ (B.22)
with B˜ the co-exact piece of the B-field satisfying dB˜ = H|Cα4 . Given this split one can see
that $4|Cα4 = 12B˜ ∧ B˜|Cα4 . We then find that the third and fourth terms in (B.19) contain
the terms
− 1
`4s
∫
Cα4
Jc ∧ B˜ + 2
`4s
∫
Πα
σA ∧ B˜ = −1
2
ℵaαT a + 1
2
(
hKg
K
iα i + h
ΛgαΛ i
)
θiα
where
gKα i =
2
`4s
∫
Cα4
βK ∧ ζ˜i and gαΛ i = 2
`4s
∫
Cα4
αΛ ∧ ζ˜i. (B.23)
with ζ˜i the extension of the one-form ζi of Πα to Cα4 , and
ℵaα = 2
`4s
∫
Cα4
B˜ ∧ ωa . (B.24)
Finally, generalising the computation below eq.(A.31) of [14] to a background flux of the
form (B.20) one easily deduces that
ℵaα = 1
2
(
hKH
K
αa + h
ΛHαΛ a
)
(B.25)
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with the definitions of HKαa and HαΛ a given in the main text.
Therefore, putting all these results together one finds that the superpotential depends
on the H-flux quanta as
W = hK
[
NK? +
1
2
∑
α
(gKαiθ
i
α − T aHKαa)
]
(B.26)
+ hΛ
[
U?Λ +
1
2
∑
α
(gαΛ iθ
i
α − T aHαΛ a)
]
+ . . .
obtaining the following redefinition for the complex structure moduli of the compactifica-
tion
NK = NK? +
1
2
∑
α
(gKαiθ
i
α − T aHKαa), UΛ = U?Λ +
1
2
∑
α
(gαΛ iθ
i
α − T aHαΛ a) . (B.27)
C Toroidal Orbifolds and Ka¨hler Metrics
A typical set of backgrounds suited to test the ideas developed in this paper consist
of the orientifold version of T 2 × K3 (considered at an orbifold point in moduli space)
and toroidal orientifolds (or their Z2×Z2 orbifolded version) with a factorisable ambient
six-torus T 6. Each of the three two-tori T 2(i) is parameterised by periodic coordinates
(xi, yi) ∼ (xi+1, yi+1) and characterised by a modular parameter τi. The ambient space
can be equipped with a set of basis three-forms which splits up into a symplectic basis of
ΩR-even (α0, βj) ∈ H3+(T 6/ΩR,Z) and ΩR-odd (β0, αi) ∈ H3−(T 6/ΩR,Z) three-forms:
α0 = dx
1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3, β0 = −dy1 ∧ dy2 ∧ dy3,
β1 = dx1 ∧ dy2 ∧ dy3, α1 = dy1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3,
β2 = dy1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dy3, α2 = dx1 ∧ dy2 ∧ dx3,
β3 = dy1 ∧ dy2 ∧ dx3, α3 = dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dy3,
(C.1)
under the orientifold projection R : (xi, yi) → (xi,−yi). In this basis the holomorphic
Calabi-Yau three-form Ω3 reads
Ω3 = (dx
1 + iτ1dy
1) ∧ (dx2 + iτ2dy2) ∧ (dx3 + iτ3dy3)
= α0 − τ2τ3β1 − τ1τ3β2 − τ1τ2β3 + iτ1τ2τ3β0 + iτ1α1 + iτ2α2 + iτ3α3,
(C.2)
yielding the N = 2 Ka¨hler potential Kcs = − log
(
i
∫
Ω3 ∧ Ω3
)
= − log(8τ1τ2τ3) in terms
of the modular parameters. The basis of ΩR-odd two-forms ωa ∈ H1,1− (T 6/ΩR,Z) and
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their Poincare´ dual ΩR-even four-forms ω˜a are given by
ωa = δaidx
i ∧ dyi, ωa ∧ ωb = Kabcω˜c, (C.3)
with Kabc = K123 = 1 (and permutations thereof) the only non-vanishing triple intersec-
tion numbers. Each volume of the three two-tori is measured by the geometric part of the
corresponding Ka¨hler moduli and the overall volume of the internal space is the product
of the two-tori volumes, i.e. V = t1t2t3. The geometric part of the complex structure
moduli are given by the periods of CΩ3:
S? =
∫
Ωc ∧ β0 = ξ0 + i e
−D
√
8τ1τ2τ3
, U?i =
∫
Ωc ∧ αi = ξ1 + i e
−D
√
8τ1τ2τ3
τjτk. (C.4)
with the compensator field C = e−D√
8τ1τ2τ3
following from the definition in the main text. For
the factorable toroidal orientifolds, the Ka¨hler potential on the Ka¨hler moduli space and
the complex structure moduli space are given respectively by the well-known expressions:
KT = −
3∑
a=1
log
[−i(T a − T a)] , KQ = − log [−i(S? − S?)]− 3∑
i=1
log
[−i(U?i − U?i)] .
(C.5)
With each ΩR-even basis three-form (α0, βj) in H3+(T 6/ΩR,Z), we can introduce its
de Rahm dual ΩR-even three-cycle (ρ0, ρi):
ΩR− even three-cycle P.D. ΩR− odd three-cycle P.D.
ρ0 = pi1 ⊗ pi3 ⊗ pi5 β0 σ0 = pi2 ⊗ pi4 ⊗ pi6, α0
ρ1 = pi1 ⊗ pi4 ⊗ pi6 −α1 σ1 = pi2 ⊗ pi3 ⊗ pi5 β1
ρ2 = pi2 ⊗ pi3 ⊗ pi6 −α2 σ2 = pi1 ⊗ pi4 ⊗ pi5 β2
ρ3 = pi2 ⊗ pi4 ⊗ pi5 −α3 σ3 = pi1 ⊗ pi3 ⊗ pi6 β3
(C.6)
and repeat the exercise for their ΩR-odd counterparts, which provide four ΩR-odd three-
cycles (σ0, σi). The choice of the symplectic basis of three-cycles from above also de-
termines the Poincare´ dual (P.D.) three-forms for each of the three-cycles. A generic,
factorisable three-cycle with topology S1 × S1 × S1 on T 6 can now be decomposed in
terms of this three-cycle basis:
Πfactα = (n
1
αpi1 +m
1
αpi2)⊗ (n2αpi3 +m2αpi4)⊗ (n3αpi5 +m3αpi6)
= n1αn
2
αn
3
α ρ0 + n
1
αm
2
αm
3
α ρ1 +m
1
αn
2
αm
3
α ρ2 +m
1
αm
2
αn
3
α ρ3
+m1αm
2
αm
3
α σ0 +m
1
αn
2
αn
3
α σ1 + n
1
αm
2
αn
3
α σ2 + n
1
αn
2
αm
3
α σ3,
(C.7)
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by virtue of the torus wrapping numbers (niα,m
i
α)α=1,2,3, which encode the one-cycle
geometry on the two-torus T 2(i). As reviewed in section 2, four-dimensional type IIA
orientifold compactifications have to be equipped with spacetime filling D6-branes wrap-
ping such three-cycles fulfilling the special Lagrangian conditions (2.11), such that their
combined RR charges cancel the RR charges of the O6-planes. Massless open string
excitations arise at the intersection points of two distinct D6-branes wrapping supersym-
metric three-cycles and fill out supermultiplets of the supersymmetry algebra generated
by the mutually unbroken supercharges. Furthermore, on toroidal orbifold backgrounds
the Ka¨hler metrics for these open string states can be computed as a function of the closed
string moduli [87–90]. The type of matter (and subsequently the functional dependence
of the Ka¨hler metrics) depends on the codimension of the intersection Πα∩Πβ 6= 0 in the
ambient space T 6:
(i) Codimension 3 intersection:
D6-branes wrapping the three-cycles that coincide along each one-cycle on T 2(i) give
rise to one N = 1 chiral supermultiplet Φi per two-torus. The complex scalar within
such a multiplet consists of the three-cycle deformation modulus complexified by the
Wilson line along the S1 cycle on T 2(i), as described in equation (2.14). The three
chiral N = 1 supermultiplets transform in the adjoint representation of the gauge
group and combine with the N = 1 vector multiplet into an N = 4 vector multiplet,
compatible with the maximal number of supercharges preserved by this D6-brane
configuration. Two examples of such highly (super)symmetric configurations are
depicted in figure 1.
The Ka¨hler metric for an open string modulus Φi along two-torus T 2(i) can be written
(at leading order) as a rational function of the closed string moduli:
K
ΦiΦ
i = − δaiδΛi
(T a − T a)(U?Λ − U?Λ)
∣∣∣∣(nj + i τjmj)(nk + i τkmk)ni + i τimi
∣∣∣∣ , (C.8)
where the last term captures the model-dependent contribution determined by the
three-cycle position. In this respect, the model-dependent part of the Ka¨hler metric
will be constrained by the special Lagrangian conditions (2.11) imposed on the
wrapped three-cycle. More precisely, for the two examples in figure 1, the Ka¨hler
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T 2(1)
pi1
pi2
T 2(2)
pi3
pi4
T 2(3)
pi5
pi6
T 2(1)
pi1
pi2
T 2(2)
pi3
pi4
T 2(3)
pi5
pi6
Figure 1: D6-brane configurations with codimension 3 intersection preserve a local N = 4
supersymmetry: an example of three-cycles with torus wrapping numbers (1, 0; 1, 0; 1, 0)
(above) and an three-cycle example with torus wrapping (1, 0; 0, 1; 0 − 1) (below). The
O6-planes are represented by the dashed, green lines.
metrics for the two distinguishable D6-brane configurations take the form:
ex. 1: K
ΦiΦ
i = −1
(T i−T i)(U?i−U?i) , ex. 2: KΦiΦi =

−1
(T 1−T 1)(S?−S?) (i = 1),
−1
(T 2−T 2)(U?3−U?3) (i = 2),
−1
(T 3−T 3)(U?2−U?2) (i = 3).
(C.9)
The main conclusion that one can draw from these examples is that the Ka¨hler
metric for a deformation modulus Φi is a homogeneous function of degree −1 in
the Ka¨hler moduli and of degree −1 in the complex structure moduli (including
the dilaton). This statement is true in general for the Ka¨hler metric (C.8), since
the model-dependent part is independent of the Ka¨hler moduli and a homogeneous
function of degree zero in the complex structure moduli (upon inclusion of the
dilaton).19
(ii) Codimension 5 intersection:
D6-brane stacks wrapping two distinct three-cycles Πα and Πβ that coincide on
19The same scaling properties can be found in the Ka¨hler metrics for the deformation moduli of non-
factorisable three-cycles.
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a one-cycle S1 along one of the three two-tori and intersect at a point along the
remaining four-torus, give rise to a non-chiral pair of N = 1 chiral supermultiplets.
The chiral multiplets transform in bifundamental representation and are each others
conjugate, such that they combine into a N = 2 hypermultiplet. This feature is a
remnant of the localN = 2 supersymmetry preserved by the D6-brane configuration,
for which an explicit example is presented in figure 2.
T 2(1)
pi1
pi2
T 2(2)
pi3
pi4
T 2(3)
pi5
pi6
Figure 2: D6-brane configurations with codimension 5 intersection preserve a local N = 2
supersymmetry. The O6-planes are represented by the dashed, green lines.
The Ka¨hler metric for such an N = 2 hypermultiplet is given (at leading order) by
a (non-rational) function of the geometric part of the closed string moduli:
Kαβ =
|ni + i τimi|√
(U?Λ − U?Λ)(U?Σ − U?Σ)(T j − T j)(T k − T k)
, (C.10)
where (ni,mi) denote the wrapping numbers along the two-torus T 2(i) where the
two three-cycles coincide on an S1. The Ka¨hler metric allows for a factorisation
in terms of the complex structure moduli and the Ka¨hler moduli, such that it is a
homogeneous function of degree −1 in the complex structure moduli (upon inclusion
of the dilaton) and a homogeneous function of degree −1 in the Ka¨hler moduli.
This case also applies to the Ka¨hler metrics for chiral matter in the symmetric
or antisymmetric representation located at the intersection of a D6-brane with its
orientifold image, whenever the three-cycle is parallel (or orthogonal) to the O6-
plane along one single two-torus.
(iii) Codimension 6 intersection:
D6-brane stacks wrapping two distinct three-cycles Πα and Πβ that intersect point-
wise in the ambient space provide for a chiral N = 1 supermultiplet at each inde-
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pendent intersection point of the six-dimensional compactification space. A simple
example of a D6-brane configuration for which the intersection set has codimension
6 is presented in figure 3. The chiral multiplet transforms in the bifundamental
representation and its Ka¨hler metric takes the following form:20
Kαβ =
1
4
√
(S? − S?)(U?1 − U?1)(U?2 − U?2)(U?3 − U?3)
∏
i
C
(i)
αβ
(T i − T i) 12 (C.11)
with the model-dependent coefficients C
(i)
αβ per two-torus defined as,
C
(i)
αβ =
(
Γ(|ϑi|)
Γ(1− |ϑi|)
)λi
. (C.12)
The parameter ϑi, chosen in the range 0 < |ϑi| < 1, measures the angle between
the two intersecting one-cycles on two-torus T 2(i) (in units of pi), while the constant
λi = ±1 takes into account the sign of ϑi.
T 2(1)
pi1
pi2
T 2(2)
pi3
pi4
T 2(3)
pi5
pi6
Figure 3: D6-brane configurations with codimension 6 intersection preserve a local N = 1
supersymmetry. The O6-planes are represented by the dashed, green lines.
In this case, the Ka¨hler metric factorises into a homogeneous function of degree −1
in the complex structure moduli (upon inclusion of the dilaton) and a homogeneous
function of degree −3
2
in the Ka¨hler moduli. The model-dependent coefficients C
(i)
αβ
are homogeneous functions of degree 0 in the complex structure moduli and the
20In the literature on Ka¨hler metrics one might also stumble on expressions in which the exponents of
the Ka¨hler moduli obtain an additional contribution from the angles ϑi between the two three-cycles.
The (potentially) modified exponents are related to a (potential) four-dimensional field redefinition of
the Ka¨hler moduli to arrive at their proper supergravity equivalents. Given the confusion within the
literature itself about these ϑi-dependent corrections and the fact they do not alter the overall scaling
properties of the Ka¨hler metrics, we have decided not to take them into account explicitly.
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Ka¨hler moduli. When a three-cycle intersects with its orientifold image at three
non-trivial angles, the corresponding Ka¨hler metrics for the chiral matter states in
the symmetric or antisymmetric representation take the same form as (C.11).
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